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rrimrose unapier, u. tL. £>., neia tneir
annual meeting last Friday evening. A
vicfory supper was served at 6 p. m. with

Miss Loula A. Mason, chairman, and

as-

sisted by Mrs. B. O. Norton, Mrs. W. H.
Ward well, Mrs. Eflie G. Harrison, Mrs.
M. Mudgett,
Mrs. Marion E.
Brown, Miss Edith M. Southworth, Mrs.
O. S. Vickery, Mrs. Fred R. Poor and
Jennie

Mrs.

A.

L.

Webber.

The

tables

were

decorated with strips of red, white and
blue crepe paper and an abundance of
small crepe paper flags. The menu was
varied and delicious. The officers for the

ensuing year were elected as follows:
Worthy Matron, Mrs. Essie P. Carle;
Worthy Patron, Zenas D. Hartshorn; Associate Matron, Mrs. Estelle K. Millett;
iii y minutes and that
Miss Alberta Wadsworth;
Secretary,
he attempted to
as
Treasurer, Mrs. Ida F. Bray; Conductress,
Aside from
the house.
Mrs. Kitty S. Small; Associate Conducnot injured by the extress, Mrs. Esther S. Hartshorn; Finance
I'ennett is still suffering
Committee, Ralph H. Howes, Mrs. Cori s lungs and is greatly
delia H. Brown, Mrs. Estelle K. Millett;
ney’s collar bone was
orgatiist, Mrs. Isabel Conant Howes.
sons had a rib broken,
The installation will take place Jan. 3rd
ien was called to atwhen the appointive officers will be aniothing was brought
nounced. The reports of the secretary,
and Camden and all
treasurer, finance and flower committees
edom of the Amborn
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of Bangor, died in Providence, R. I., Saturday morning, Dee. 7th. She was born
in Northport in December 12, 1834.
Her
was spent in
Bangor, but

married life
she

also well known

was

as a

summer

sustained

paralytic shock which caused
her death.
She was the daughter of
David and Mary (Brainard) Bird and in
1854 was married to Capt. L. R. Glidden
who died in 1857. They had one daughter, Mrs. Addie F. Walcott of Meriden,
Conn.

a

In 1859 she was

married to Al-

fred Jones, so many years in business in
Bangor. Of the six children, four sur-

car.

this city, who has
of telegraphy, both

illness,
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Alfred Jones

Mrs. Lilly R. Bemis of Bangor, she was
living in Providence with her son, Dr.
Arthur Jones. About a week ago she
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of

"ruing to accompany
and. Levinsky lived

where he had passed a
lirst class cableman
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widow

resident of Belfast, Mr. Jones building
several of the first cottages on the shore
With her daughter,
front of Allyn field.
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ADELINE BIRD JONES.

those

the assistance possiurnstarices.
The body

at

vive, Alonzo D.

Jones of

Bangor and
Alfred E. Jones
died about ten years ago and Chas.S. Jones
within a few days of his father’s death
those

mentioned

above.

last March. Two sisters, Mrs. Flora B.
Whitehead and Mrs. Mary A. Pendleton,
both of Belfast and one brother, Au-

gustine Bird of Northport, also survive.
The funeral

was

held in Provdence last

Tuesday.
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Is the goal of

Waldo County
"ui we

have attained it in all the war
programs except War Savings Stamps.

March, 1918, the Prussian Guard was only a
wiles from Paris and the road was wide open
vl!tn a few
Americans were thrown in to stop the
'1l
Vance- Others had gone backward.
went forThey

instead of

delaying the Prussian advance, they
and won victory tor us. Some gave
*ives> others lost arms and legs. They were
j-^lrwg for us.
They did their full duty and it is up
^'IJS to do
our full duty by buying

t;al,ed

forever,

^JVAR

Red Cross Notes.

1918.

The News ot Belfast

FOUR CENTS
I
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War Savings Stamps are patriotic gifts.

PERSONAL

Mrs. Grace it. Greer left Saturday to
visit relatives in Bridgewater, Conn.

number of surgical Give War
Savings Stamps this Christmas
During the coming year the American aprons and vails which have been left at
E. P. Brown, mail cle k between BanOur Searsport items have failed to
the State F. & A. M., gave an address al
owners
the
Will
Red Cross will be called upon for a work ! the Red Cross rooms.
gor and Boston, has been detailed to
reach
the 100th anniversary of Tranquil Lodge,
us this week.
i vast in scope and sacred in purpose. It please get them at their earliest conserve on the
Belfast-Burnham branch
No. 29, of Auburn.
Mr. Smith was made
James B. Staples, who trained at Wenti will have to handle many problems of venience?
for the extra Christmas mail.
|
a Mason in this lodge, but later joined
that
worth
and
has
been
at
behind
Institute, Boston,
magnitude, both in the United States and j
The sewing work is so far
Charles H. Luce of Liberty, a member
the branches in this city.
in the allied countries, necessitating the | it has recently been found necessary to Fort Standish, has returned home.
of the 320 Machine Gun Battalion,has arThere was a good attendance of the
which
thing
if
work
last
not
the
Mathews
mill
began
Monday
maintaining,
increasing, of its turn down two orders—a
rived from France with the wounded,
members at the regular meeting of Tarorganization. Our Allies must be cheered i has never before happened in the history after being shut down for a number of
who are to be cared for at Camp Devens.
ratine Tribe of Red Men on Monday and
sustained, and we must show in the I of our Chapter. We have met every ob- days on account of an accident to the
Victor V. Larrabee, who has been in
evening when a supper was served and most positive way to our own millions
can still do so
and
engine.
of ligation in the past,
Lubec the past season employed as inthe Tribe received a visitation from the
with a degree of pride and satisfaction if
t fighting men that we propose to aid them
A.
will
Thos.
H.
Marshall
G.
Post,
R.,
|
of sardines, has returned home
Great Sachem and the Great Chief of in every
possible manner, not only in the | everyone who can will come and help for hold their annual election of officers Mon- spector
I
and will clerk for H. L. Whitten Co. durSome
Records. A very interesting session was hour of
week.
a
conflict, but in the hour of vic- at least one afternoon
day, Dec, 16th. All members are requestj
ing the winter.
the result and the best of reports received
erroneous impres- ed
I tory,
to be present.
j have labored under the
from the Tribe in the past six moons.
Tne war work of the American Red sion that everyone must run a sewing
Mildred Ward, B. H. S. ’17, will teach
Sylvanus Edgecomb and Harold Ladd
R. W. Allen L. Curtis, D. D. G. M., Cross must go on unabated until all of machine. There is an abundance of hard
arrived home last Friday from Camp the winter term in the Bartlett district,
and
pockassisted by Z. D. Hartshorn, grand mar- our brave boys return home and again j work—basting, making collars
Upton, N. Y., where they have been in Waldo, beginning next Monday. It was
shal and Walter H. Lyon, grand chaplain, take their place in our civilian life.
i ets to be ready when needed, buttonpostponed two weeks on account of illspecial service.
installed the officers of Phoenix Lodge
No more stirring message can be sent ! holes, sewing on tags, etc. Come and
ness in the district.
D.
of
The
Emma
White
Barker
afterTent,
last Monday evening as follows: W. M-., to them by the American people than by ! help. The rooms are open every
Rev. William Vaughan will speak SatV., have postponed their next meeting
Morris L. Slugg; S. W., Ralph D. South- the enrolling of every American during noon, except Mondays and Saturdays.
urday night in the Four Minute cam18th
on account of illness among
to
Dec.
Our
demand.
in
great
Knitters are still
worth; J. W., Norman A. Read; treasurer, the coming Red Cross Christmas Roll
paign at the Colonial Theatre and M. L.
Charles ft. Coombs; secretary, Clifford J. Call in the week beginning December 16. Beliast allotment alone is 1300 pairs of their members.
will be tne speaker this, Thursday,
Slugg
are
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin F. Robertson
Pattee; S. D., Raymond B. Dyer; J. D., So great is ftie faith in the appeal of the i socks and 330 sweaters. The former
evening.
but
there
is
the
street
to
M.
Alto
Feu.
have moved from
1st,
L. A. Nichols; S. S., Herman H. Coombs; Red Cross that its aim will be Universal not to be sent until
The next meeting of Seaside Grange
a
J. S., Robert Holt; tyler, A. C. Tuttle. i Membership—for every member of
present demand for sweaters which R. Knowlton house on High street, in the
every
The third degree was conferred on two family to join in the year 1919.
! makes it necessary to finish them as tenement recently vacated by Mr. and will be held Monday evening, December
16th, at the grange hall. This will be the
There have been so Mrs. C. E. White.
candidates. A banquet was served at 6
At this time it is well to remember what soon as possible.
election of officers and all members of
p. m. with J. P. Sylvester catering.
the Red Cross has done for the wounded many willing knitters in the past that
Miss Mona E. Burgess, The Journal’s
Seaside Grange are requested to be presof our Allies and of our own army, both we feel sure that you will rally to the East Belfast correspondent, has been ill _*■
Brig-Gen. Will C. Miller of the Departneed.
call when you realize the urgent
on the lield and in the hospital;
the past week with a mild case of influsomething
ment of Maine Patriarchs Militant was in
There will be a parish social at the
We are indebted to Mrs. Chipman C. enza. She was taken ill in school and
work in the camps in this country;
this city from Augusta last Wednesday of the
Unitarian parsonage this (Thursday) evenPineo of Rio Janeiro, Brazil, formerly was
of
the
relief
for
to
home.
something
in
ride
obliged
refugees
and attended the aunual meeting of Caning to which all members and attendants
Miss Elizabeth Quimby of Belfast, for a
Miss Grace Mitchell, one of the opera*
ton Pallas at Odd Fellows’ hall in the Belgium, France, Poland, Italy, Servia—
of the church are invited. The social
home
organization.
our
of
for
gift
$30
their clothing and their food; something
tors at the local telephone office, will
evening. There was a good attendance
committee of the Alliance, Mrs. George
Mrs. Pineo has been a very active Red
for
of
the
work
their
recrippled
soldiers,
and supper was served before the regular
leave soon for Detroit, Mich., where she
Keating, chairman, is in charge.
in civil life in self-support- Cross worker in her new home, but her will
take a course to become a registered
meeting. There was an unanimous vote establishment
for
foreigners.
work
has
been
chiefly
The Associated Charities would cal!
ing positions; something of the work for

|
got out of the in favor of the
re-election of General
|
1 immediately
Miller and the following officers were
|
,ar was found
re-elected in Canton Pallas: Captain,
le went down
William M. Estes; Lieutenant, William
ed down that
K. McNeil; Ensign, Harold B. Robinson;
oved. FortuClerk, Qrrin J. Dickey; Accountant,
at full or the j
The installation of
Ralph H. Howes.
s, would have
; the newly elected officers will take place
1 at the first regular meeting in the month
.Ido, highway com- of January.
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SAVINGS STAMPS.

nurse

at the Grace

Hospital,

in Montreal.

and Charles H. McLaughlin of Brewer.
Mrs. Thompson’s
followed an attack of influenza

deat^
and is

particularly sad

since her sister was buried about a week
ago with the same disease. The little
nephew, Ernest Shaw, died in Bangor
from the same disease. Mrs. Thompson
born and always lived in Brewer,
j She was well known and had a wide circle
of friends. Her death and the double bewas

reavement in the family will be deeply
The death of Charles H., infant son of Donald H. Thompson, occur-

mourned.

week, with influenza followed by pneumonia. She was born in Searsmont April
23, 1898, the daughter of Lincoln and the
She
late Kittie (Wentworth) Warren.
has made her home in Belfast for the
She is survived by her
young husband, whom she married in Camden Aug. 21, 1917, by her father, who
lives in Bingham, by one brother and two
sisters, Franklin Warren of Belfast, Mrs.

past three years.

Alice W. Moore of Bingham and Miss
Belle Warren of Belfast She was an
attendant at the Methodist church. The
funeral took place at her late home

course of instruction there and
transferred to Camp Meade, the first
November preparatory to sailing for

pleted the

He has learned since the armistice was signed that his battalion was
scheduled to sail for France in four days
France.

from that date. The order was cancelled
and Sergt. Hatch expects his discharge
from the army very soon and will return

home.Fred A. Holmes is building an
extension of 130 feet to his already large
plant for the purpose of establishing a
dry kiln. He has large contracts to furnish cooperage stock. Mr. Holmes plans
to do an extensive business and with his
axcellent equipment will be ready to
meet all demands.Harry Hurd of Bedford, Mass., is spending, ten days vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. M.

red Dec. 4th. The child died from influenza and his death followed his moth- Wednesday at 2 p. m., Rev. Charles W.
er’s one day later. The funeral was a Martin of the M. E. church officiating.
double one Thursday afternoon at 2.30 Thw remains were placed in the receiving
from the McLiugnlin residence, 219 State tomb in Grove cemetery.
street and was private because of other
War Savings Stamps are patriotic gifts. F. Hurd.
sickness in the family.
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Evan F.

Wilson is

a

on

at home from the

University of Maine”forthe regular

vaca-

tion.
Mr. and Mrs. f red A. Seward have
turned from

a

visit with

re-

relatives in

Pittsfield.
Mrs. Bertha Royce Holbrook and little
are spending a week with
relatives in this city.

daughter Ethel

Warren Conant, who has employment
Camden, has been spending a few days
with his mother in this city.
Charles Getcheil and Miss Gladys Marin

shall were week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs. George Gilchrest in Knox.

Chester A. Crancey of Swanville has
been recently appointed as a Justice of
the Peace by Governor Milliken.
Mrs. Frank E. Howard and little daughter Ruth who have been quite sick with

influenza

are

both convalescing.

Mr. and Mrs. Milton B. Hills returned
home Saturday after spending a few days
in Northern Maine

on a

business trip.

Mrs. Frank B. Knowlton and Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Davis left Monday for
Miami. Fla., where thev will SDend the
winter.
Wilbur A.

Macomber

daughter

and

Ruth S. Macomber will leave

Miami, Fla.,

where

tor

soon

they will spend the

winter.

attention to the fact that there is need

Mrs. Amos F. Carleton will leave to-

for carrying cheer and help into a number of homes in this city this Christmas

day, Thursday, for a short visit with her
daughter, Mrs. H. Donald Mansur, and
family at Westville, Conn.

and contributions of money for that purbe sent to Mrs. C. M. Craig, or
to Rev. A. E. Wilson, or left at Mrs.
pose may

Leon T. Shute has been released from
the Naval Reserve at Rockland and after
a short visit at home left recently for

Carle’s store.
Mr. Hazeltine of White

Plains,

N.

Y., Boston,

in Belfast. Tuesday to represent-the
Redpath Branch of the Chautauqua. He
was

where he has employment.

E. M. Glidden of Searsport and bride,
formerly Miss Maude Alison of Denver,

spoke in the highest terms of the ComColo., arc guests at the Windsor House,
munity branch that has been in Belfast and of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Goodhue.
the past two years and is booked for next
Miss Neva Armstrong left Saturday for
year.
Canton, Mass., where she will spend the
Maine Hills, a member of the the drug winter with her
aunt, Mrs. F. O. Smith,
firm of Read & Hills, is improving after
and attend the Canton High School.
a
very critical illness with pneumonia.
Mrs. Elizabeth Marsano, a teacher in
He had been on a hunting trip in Norththe public schools at Old Town, arrived
ern Maine with Raymond R. Sherman
home last week on account of the closing
and was ill when he arrived home, but
of the school while influenza was epithinking lie only had a cold attempted to
keep at his regular duties, which he did
Private Harold Ladd has returned home
until obliged to give up.
from Camp Upton, New York, where he
Charles K. Coombs,
undertaker, rehas been in training for some weeks havceived a call to Centre Montville Tues1 ing been discharged from the service and
Norman
C.
a
to
attend
day
Jones, youth will return to the shoe
factory in this
of 14 years, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
city.
R. Jones. Chas. E. Sherman, his assistMr. and Mrs. William E. Kotman of
ant, answered the call and before he
New
York, who spent a long season at
reached the home Mrs. Elizabeth A.

Clement,

their cottage

the youth’s grandmother, had

on

the

North

Shore in
Belfast

also passed away, both deaths resulting
The double funeral
from pneumonia.
will be held to-day, Thursday, at 12 m.

Northport and later

visited in

have taken

the Bangor House

The employees of the City National
Bank of Belfast of longest standing and
who have borne the brunt and responsi-

Corporal Hollis Payson of this city is
among the number of discharged soldiers
who were returned home last week from
Camp Devens where he has been located

rooms

at

for the winter.

bility of the work the past year received
for
agreeable surprise last week in the

a number of weeks.
Corporal Payson
earned his stripes there in the non-commissioned officers school.

an

form of an extra pay check of substantial amount. $550 was distributed among
six of them. This was done by the di-

J. Oscar Olson, who enlisted in the
has been at Camp Colt,

tank corps and

rectors in recognition of the interest of
the employees in the welfare of the institution and for services willingly and

Gettysburg, Pa., since June, has received his discharge from the army and is
spending a week at home before resum-

The newer emcheerfully rendered.
ployees have also received consideration
commensurate with their experience and

ing his position with the International
Harvester Company of Boston.

term of service.
In

a

personal

letter

from

Corporal Harlie F. Godfrey has been
spending a few days in this city, the

Hudson,

guest of Dr. and Mrs. W. L. West, following his discharge from Camp Devens,
where he has been training for over-seas
duty. He expects to resume his former

Mass., The Journal has learned of the
great success of Dr. Adelbert Samuel
Merrill, who still claims Belfast as home.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
son of
He graduated from the B H.
S. in the class of 1893, attended the University of Maine and took his degree at
He is the

employment in Portland, where he
located at the time of the draft.

Merrill.

He was
Tufts Medical College in 1908.
commissioned captain and last September was made consulting Roentgenologist
of the base hospitals of about one fifth
of France.

In October he

was

was

RALPH EMERY

Ralph Emery of Kalamazoo, Mich.,

j

a

native and summer resident of Belfast,
died Sunday morning at Hotel Manhat-

promoted

to major. His headquarters hospital has
He expects to remain in
2,000 beds.
France for some time.

N. Y., where he was on a business
Mr. Emery was born in Belfast 57
the late Capt.
years ago, the only son of
Robert T. and Elizabeth S. (Rossi Emery.
tan,

|

trip.

Join the Red Cross for 1919, and be a
He attended the Belfast High school in
organization in its ! the
years previous to the regular gradtremendous work of reconstruction and
uation which began in 1878. He attendreadjustment from war to peace con- ed the Portland business college and began
ditions both in Europe and the United
work as bookkeeper fnr the late A. P.
States. In times of disaster such as the ;
Sibley who was in the ha., business, lie
Halifax conflagration, the present in- |
later was bookkeeper for Swan K- Sibley
fluenza epidemic, and others too numerand for about three years was a member
the Red Cross has reous to mention,
of that firm. He went to Detroit, Mich..
lieved much misery and saved countless
where lie was interested n the Detroit
lives.
Every man and woman in Waldo Stove
Co., and for a few years was also
county should gladly give a dollar each engaged in the tailor business. June 10.
of
year to make certain the continuance
1890, lie married Miss Louise M. Buxton
this work. Out of 100,000,000 population
of Detroit, who lived only about a year
in the United States it is proposed to enafter their marriage. Their son, Lieut
roll 60,000,000 under the Red Cross ban- ;
In
Robert T. Emery, is now in France.
ner in 1919.
Waldo county has a Red
19U1 Mr. Emery married Mrs. Elma Lee
Cross membership at present of about
Cahill of Kalamazoo, who survives him.
1700 in a population of approximately
a
slep-son, Major Lee Cahill, now in
23,000. “Come across” with your dol- France, and Margaret, wife of Major
lars and put Waldo county on the map.
Charles B. llazeltine, U. S. Army, of

part of that great

N0RIH ISLESBOR0.

was

of

B. O. Norton- left last Monday
few days business trip to Boston.

Woodward

her desire to
orphan children, for sick children, for This gift is an expression of
avenue.
mutilated children; something of the help also our own boys.
Monday was a beautiful winter day
a
has
issued
Cross
Red
The American
teaching of trades to soldiers and their
soldiers entitled with clear skies, bright sunshine and a
widows and their orphans; something of leaflet to returning
blanket of soft, flaky snow covering the
the fight against disease in Europe and at “When You Get Home.” The Home
leafless branches of trees and
earth,
Waldo
the
of
County
Service Committee
home.
shrubs. It was the first of the kind DeBelow is a copy of a telegram received Chapter make their own the introductory
“We, your cember of 1918 has given us.
at the State Headquarters from H. I’. words in this pamphlet:
Red
Although the State and seyeral of the
Davidson, the Chairman of the National neighbors, speaking through the
have County Public Safety rooms have been
You
return.
welcome
your
Cross,
Red Cross War Council:
served us and your country well in the closed, the Waldo county room under the
Washington, D. C., Dec. 3, 1918.
Frank L. Rawson, Director Christmas greatest war in history. Whether you direction of its most able chairman, O.
Roll Call,
served in this country or on the battle- E. Frost, will be continued until some of
56 Exchange street, Portland, Maine.
fields of France, we are proud of you. In the pledges soon due on the war drive
I am issuing today a statement to the j
ourselves have been collected, etc.
Chapters and Red Cross members to your absence we pledged
which I earnestly call your attention in : through the Red Cross that in times of
Sheriff Frank A. Cushman has been
the hope you will see to it that the state- :
and anxiety your family need entertaining at the W. C. J. the past
! emergency
ment is brought to the attention of every
want for nothing which friendly interest week “two travelling men and a horse
man and woman in
your territory, as ;
that statement will indicate that I cannot and ample resources could supply. When dealer.” All are pressed into the regular
too strongly urge upon you the import- j you get home you may be sure that this service, but the latter will probably leave
ance of the forth-coming Christmas Roll
friendly interest will not cease. Our early next month for an enforced visit
Call. Conferences with our Commisto be of service may in lnomasron.
sioners in Europe, together with confer- j greatest opportunity
come while you and your family are getences I have held here the last two days
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Warren have
with the President, with our Division ting back to everyday life. We may need
moved
into the Frye Block for the winter
Managers, and our Heads of Departments, only to supply you with information, but
and the agents, the Dickey-Knowlton
have shown clearly that the field for Ked
that will be given promptly and accurateCross elfort is going to be upon a treReal Estate Co., have also rented one
mendous scale aiid^of a beautiful and in- ly. Whatever we shall have the opportu- tenement to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Elwell.
spiring character. As we shall conduct nity to do, we shall gladly do.”
The Clark house on Allyn street has been
no further campaign for War Funds the
let to Benjamin Boynton and family who
Roll Call will constitute the very’foundation of Red Cross effoit in the future,
Waldo County Pomona Grange have moved here from Camden.
and I firmly believe that the future of the
The Chautauqua Circle will hold the
Red Cross will be devoted to service
next
meeting with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard,
which cannot receive less than the whole
Waldo County Pomona Grange met
hearted an! active support of the whole
4 Park street, Monday afternoon, Decemwith
Tuesday,
Grange,
Belmont,
Mystic
American people; and its ability to realize
On account of inclement ber 16th. Reading topic from the C. L.
that future will be dependent upon that Dec. 3rd.
Commonsupport alone. I urge you and your As- weather, bad travelling and the still pre- S. C. book, “The Canadian
and eighteen.
sistants to exert redoubled effort to make
vailing influenza the attendance was wealth” chapters seventeen
this Roll Call in the period of transition
Ail members
small. A class of two candidates were Roll-call, Current events.
from War to Peace such a tremendous j
instructed in the degree of Pomona. are requested to be present.
success that our Red Cross organization,
wtich has been built to such huge propor- Noon recess with the usual bountiful dinThe Hospital Club wish to thank all
tions out of love and sympathy and ef- j
host grange, and a social hour individuals for the gifts given to the hosner by
fort during the War, may continue to be
was thoroughly enjoyed.
pital Donation Week. Especial thanks
an agency of human service worthy of
the whole American Nation.
Grange then reconvened with music by is extended M. W. Welch for material
H. P. Davidson,
; chorus and a very fine address of wel- and work in finishing floors, to H. J.
•Signed)
Chairman National Red Cross War CounMiss Arline Morse.
come by
Worthy Locke & Son for knives and forks, to
cil.
C. S. Adams in behalf of the James H. Howes for towels and to John
Overseer,
is
in
in
tins
1 lie campaign
county
visiting patrons responded in a very able A. Fogg and H. L. Whitten Co. for supcharge of Cecil Clay, Roll Call Chairarid appropriate manner. Several busi- plies.
man, with Capt. Orrin J. Dickey as Pub- ;
ness matters were then taken up after
Mr. and Mrs. Bradbury F. Cushing left
licity Manager, and Miss Isabel Ginn,
which the following officers were elected
Roll Call Cashier. The drive is during
Boston recently to spend the winter in
for the ensuing year: Master, B. L.
Florida. A personal letter under date of
the week of Dec. 16-23, and a large corps
Overseer, C. S. Adams; Lecturer, Dec. 4th
Aborn;
to
hous
house
will
make
a
of solicitors
by Mrs. Cushing says that they
Annie B. Aborn; Steward, Leroy Morse;
were at Jacksonville after a most comcanvass, as well as of the business disAssistant Steward, Milbury Hunt; Chapfortable trip, expected to spend the night
trict, and thus to make practicable the
lain, Mrs. Grace Woods; Treasurer, Frank at Lakeland, and reach their destination
Tiie
universal
of
slogan
membership.
Ernest Bowen; Gate
other towns in the county will be can- Clement; Secretary,
Useppa Island at noon Dec. 5th. This
C. W. Achorn; Flora, Mrs.
beautiful winter resort is just below
vassed thoroughly by members of their ; Keeper,
Hattie
Mrs.
Morse;
Cora Gay; Pomona,
has never known a frost, has exRed Cross branches, to whom large
Tampa,
Mrs. Annie Clement; Lady Ascellent fishing, a wonderful climate, a
amounts of advertising supplies have f Ceres,
sistant Steward, Mrs. Alice Hunt; Execubeen sent by the county chairman.
grape fruit the best in the world. Mr
tive
Committee, Delbert Paul, Manley Cushing has leased Tarpon Inn, where
have
been
The following local solicitors
]
O. Wilson and B. F. Foster. After the
they will make their home.
appointed: Mrs. Chailes Hammons, Mrs.
election of officers the host grange renJohn Chapman, Mrs. William Holt, Mrs.
Thomas H. Marshall Circle has elected
a fine program as follows: Duet,
Arthur Ritchie, Miss Eda Woodbury, dered
Piano officers for the ensuing year as follows:
and
Nellie
Morse
Brewster;
Arline
Mrs. Florence C. Fernald, Mrs. Walter J.
senior vice
Nellie Brewster; R:c., “The Fabric President, £t°se Fairbrother;
Clifford, Mrs. Orris S. Vickery, Miss Solo,
Hannah Wilson; junior vice
Mrs. Hattie Heald; Piano president,
of
Our
Flags,”
Mrs.
Kate Warren, Miss Sara Frankel,
Ida
Song, Hattie Heald president, Mary Collins; treasurer,
Arthur W. Morse, Mrs. John L. Dow, Miss Solo, Arline Morse;
Etta Smith; conducMahoney;
chaplain,
vote
of
A
rising
Hattie Morse.
Georgie Sheldon, Miss Lizzie Clements, and
Grange for the tor, Minnie Shaw; guardian, Susan PatMrs. Frederick G. Spinney, Mrs. Fred thanks was given Mystic
Netentertain- terson; delegates to the convention,
and
welcome
splendid
cordial
Savery, Mrs. William Vaughan, Jr., Mrs.
Minnie Shaw, Georgie Juan,
tie
White,
with
closed
singing
ment and the grange
Robert P. Coombs.
Etta Smith, Susan Patterson, Ida MaAmerica.
honey, Mary Collins; alternates, Alice
with
be
will
Equity
Next
meeting
LOUISA J. THOMPSON.
Hannah Wilson, Orissa Wing,
Gannon,
address
of
with
Grange, Belfast, Jan. 7,
Three more alternates
Frances Murch.
The death of Louisa J., wife of Don- welcome, Clara Seekins; response, Mrs.
will be appointed at the next meeting.
are our law
What
Levi
topic,
Merriam;
ald H. Thompson, formerly of Belfast,
would you have
NORTH Belfast. Word has been reoccurred at her home in State street, makers doing and what
Dunton. Installation ceived from Everett S. Hatch, son of Mr.
J.
R.
Hon.
them
do,
at
the
of
Dec.
24
3rd,
age
years.
Brewer,
from the Maine and Mrs. W. G. Hatch, who is located in
She is survived by her husband and two of officers. A speaker
State Grange is expected to be present.
Camp Meade, Md., that he has been prosons, William P., and Charles H. ThompSergt. Hatch is a
moted to sergeant.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred W.
son.
graduate of the Eastern Radio Institute,
McLaughlin of Brewer, two sisters and
HELEN WARREN BATCHELDER.
Last July he enlisted in the
Boston.
three brothers also survive her, Misses
to the
Eflie M., Agnes B., of Brewer, William
Helen Warren, wife of John W. Batch- Signal Corps service and was sent
R. McLaughlin of Rockland, Harold J. elder, died at their home, No. 17 North- University of Vermont, at Burlington,
McLaughlin in the service in France, port avenue, after an illness of about one for further study and training. He com-

Miss Edna Hopkins is visiting relatives

1

■

part of the

er

The Red Cross
Drive.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

l
War

Savings

Stamps

are

patriotic

gifts.
Mrs. H. M. Coombs is home from Oakland for

a

few days.

Miss Zoa Coombs
week of Mrs. Joseph
Harbor.

was

the guest last

Pendleton at Dark

Miss Edma Pendleton left Nov. 6th for
Framingham, Mass., where she

South

has employment in the straw shap.
Mrs. Maynard Keller left last week for
New York for a visit with her husband.

Her mother, Mrs. Robinson, is keeping
house for her during her absence.
Give War Savings Stamps this Christmas.

Belfast, also survive. Mrs. Wilmer J.
and her daughter Hope, his
cousins, are his only Belfast relatives.
Although Mr. Emery has spent the
greater part of his life in Michigan he
was a frequent visitor in his home city,
where he has always maintained his
parents’ residence on Church street as a
Dorman

home. His mother died w’hcn he
small child and his father died
Oct. 25, 1899. The remains arrived in
Mrs. Emery,
Belfast Tuesday night.
summer
was

a

her brother, Fred Lee and wife, Major
and Mrs. Hazeltine are expected here to
attend the funeral. Rev. Arthur E. Wilson will officiate and the services will be
held in the Unitarian church, but the
hour had not been announced.
Give War Savings Stamps this Christmas

u

ESTATE.
TRANSFERS IN REAL

__

in his message shows that
it to be considered.
not
expect
does
he

The Republican Journal

He says:

BELFAST, THURSDAY. DEC. 12, 1918.

"I take it for granted that the Conthe naval program
gress will carry out
which was undertaken before we entered
has
the war. The secretary of the navy
to your committees for au-
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The

Republican Journal Pub.

Co.

submitted
thorization that part of the program
the
which covers the building plans of
been
next three years. These plans have

A. I. RROWN, Editor.
For one square, one
Terms.
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inch length in column. 25 cents for one week
each
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and 25 cents for
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50 cents for three
year; $1.00 fer six months;
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Vegetable Compound
Is Prepared For

lis, do.; timber in Brooks.
Ida
Emma F. Crockett, Northport, to
L. Burgess, do.; land and buildings in

Woman’s Use.

inconditions of the war, but with the
tention of adhering to a definite method
of development for the navy. I earnestly
the uninterrupted pursuit of

A visit to the laboratory where this
successful remedy is made impresses
even the casual looker-on with the relirecommend
ability, accuracy, skill and cleanliness
be unwise which attends the making of this great
that policy. It would clearly
medicine for woman’s ills.
for us to adjust’our plans to a future
Over 350,000 pounds of various herbs
world policy as yet unoeiei mm™.
are used anualiy and all have to be
at the season of the year when
The building program to which Mr. gathered
their natural juices and medicinal subto
submitted
was
Wilson refers above,
stances are at their best.
of
The most successful solvents are used
Congress by Mr. Daniels, Secretary
from
the Navy, and calls for an expenditure to extract the medicinal properties
these herbs.
of $600,000,000 during the next three
in
that
comes
tank
and
Every utensil
In this program is the proposed contact with the medicine is sterilized
years.
six
and as a final precaution in cleanliness
building of five superdreadnaughts,
and sealed
cruisers and 140 other smaller war the medicine is pasteurized

ENGLAND.

England is burdened by an
debt, much of her once magnificent fleet of merchant ships lies at
Today

enormous

the bottom of the sea, she is filled with
pity for her maimed and is weeping for
her slain. But she is not dismayed nor
is her ambition dead. The foundation of
her greatness which she has been building for more than two hundred years is
Her business tentacles still
uushaken.
grasr and firmly hold the advantages
which she has secured and her colonies

battle

common

we

and this has enabled her to emerge
from the war still resolute and reliant.
Although she is sad and inert today, he

much to say in Europe, about disarming,
She
England will not weaken her navy.
to
has dependencies to guard and perhaps
of the
defend in about every quarter
world. She has London to safeguard.
a
few months ago the Germans

cause

who lives to know her ten years hence,
will see her as “Merry England” once
as far as
more, mistress of the seas and
trade is concerned leader of the world.

Northport.

Eliza A. Prescott, Northport, et als., to
Ida B. Smalley, et al., Belfast; land and

buildings in Belfast.

Hose E; Snow, Northport, to Frank R.
Herrick et al., do.; land and buildings in

Nortnport.

Samuel G. Norton, Belfast, to Bernes
Norton, do.; land and buildings in
Belfast.
Phebe E. Small, Belfast, to George F.
Wall, Watertown, N. Y.; land and buildings in Swanville.
Charles E. Knowlton, Belfast, to Fred
S. Jackson, do.; land and buildings in

O.

in sterile bottles.
It is the wonderful combination of
roots and herbs, together with the
skill and care used in its preparation
which has made this famous medicine
so
successful in the treatment of
female ills.
The letters from women who have
been restored to hef>i‘h by the use of
Lydia E. Pinkham’.. Vegetable Compound which we are continually pub'ishing attest to its virtue.

It being thus of record that this
is the administration idea of the phrase
far
“consistent with domestic safety,” as
as the navy is taken into consideration,
do not see how Mr. Wilson can have

ships.

are more strongly welded to the mother
country than ever before. The sons and
foster sons of England have fought toa

of real estate
The following transfers
recorded in Waldo County Registry
Dec. 10, 1918
of Deeds for the week ending
Levi S. Huff
Edward Davis, Benton, to
et als., Burnham; land in Burnham.
to
Alfred E. Smith et al., Belfast,
Hat-(
m
tie M. Curtis, do.; land and buildings
Belfast.
to Leo
Arthur L. Wing et al., Morrill,
E. Jackson, do.; land in Morrill.
E. ElEliza A. Lane, Brooks, to Jcsep'n
were

How Lydia E. Pinkham’s

accordprepared along the lines and in
the
Congress
which
the
with
ance
policy
established, not under the exceptional

months.

gether and died together in

THE MAKING OF
A FAMOUS
MEDICINE

President said

j

Belfast.

Edgar L. Stewart, Manchester, Mass., ;
to Loren E. Stewart, Montville; land and j
buildings in Montville.
Etta E. Savery, Belfast, to Walter R.
Bowen, do.; land in Belfast.
City of Belfast, by its treasurer, Charles
S. Bickford, to Charles H. Lindsey, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
Sidney L. Tibbetts, Morrill, to Maurice
S. Woods, Belfast; land and buildings in I

“THE PUDD’INHEAD MAXIMS.”

KNOX.

Ernest Clark from the U. S. N. had
furlough home over Thanksgiving.

people

an

immense working force of cheap labor

in

time

oi

peace

ana a

vast

unmsive

defensive force in time of
major part of her colonies

ui

The

j

in the

:

war.
are

<

From Australia,

mankind.

be

is nearly as large in area as the
United States she gets wool, meat, hides
and an annual output of gold of about
In India she gets 600,000,000
$25,000,000.
*
which

Thorndike.
Several Thanksgiving dinner parties
were highly enjoyed in town by families
and friends.

each

deems

nation

;

or
cotton on an average each i the productive needs of the respective
Coal and iron she has in abund- nations which have been at war.
ance in the home country. In her Asiatic
j1
jL/1V1 T
j.
W
islai d possessions she gets a surplus of
I HE
of
the
tin
used
in
and
75
cent
per
sugar
j
In Africa she gets grain of all
the world.
In last week’s issue of The Journal
L>.

soil products which are raised I Mayor Wescott made a strong appeal to
1
in torrid or temperate climates and near- the citizens of Belfast and certain Waldo
!
ly half the gold output of the world. It county towns to go over the top in sub- j
may surprise some of our readers to j scribing their respective allotments of.

kinds, otiier

j

know that Great Britain ho'ds first place, I the W. S. S. call. Thus far Waldo counin the production of gold, wool, sugar,
ty, once sneered at as “poor bleeding
tin and cocoa, and second place in coal, Waldo,” has gone over the top in men

much

as

possible of

We

ours.

day the richest of the nations,

are

we

shall

patriotic record

now.

Let

us

remem- i

safe investment and
principal and interest are both payable in
four years. There may be some inconvenience in subscribing for this loan but
ber that this is

have ships enough within the next two
years, our natural resources are great. To
a certain extent we can hold our own

a

the loss, if any, will be as nothing
pared with the satisfaction of hearing
future. We have one great disadvantage, j the plaudit, well done Waldo county.
Cheap labor will outrun well paid labor I The drive is to close in a little more than
in the race for the market. England is in I two weeks, and we should enter upon a
with England in the struggle for business
which is sure to come in the not distant

com-

new

year

with

a

good

war

record.

\

The Boston Herald lately printed the
would save our own for ourselves there is |
from the
but one way to do it. Cf late we have “following item of news taken
been hearing much about “the freedom Quoliaughurst Eagle and Paladium:
The police department arrested recentof the seas/’ as if this was of great imour well known wheelwright, Robert
There ly
portance to the United States.
Emmet Cullen, for assault on Cyrus K.
either
in
the
seas
will never be freedom of
Towers, a local humorist. In his inimitrade or in accorded international rights. table, genial manner, Towers had asked
he thought of a boneIt is folly to discuss that. It is but the Cullen just what
a
bone-dry
Democratic Congress,
dry
dream of an optimist who has not opened Democratic President, and the twin Demhis eyes to conditions which are obvious. ocratic doctrines of State rights and perEngland has been mistress of the seas sonal liberty. In the district court Culon the ground that
for many years, and mistress of the seas len was discharged
Towers had invited the assault and deshe will continue to be, in peace as well
served it.
as in war.
Prof. Garfield has resigned as Fuel Administrator. His appointment was a mistake on the part of the President, and his

DISARMAMENT
One of President Wilson’s now famous
points calls for a “guarantee for

a mistake on the part of
Both knew that the business of mining, transporting and distributing coal required a fitness not to be ob-

acceptance

peace

the reduction of national armament to
the lowest point consistent with domestic
safety.” Our people almost without exception agree that armaments should be

reduced, but they will
foreigners sitting at

never
a

table in

France may fix for them the “point consistent with domestic safety,” nor will
England, France or Italy al|ow us to fix

was

How much

l

more

Mgs

when

For over 200 years GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem OH has been relieving the
weaknesses and disability due to advancing years. It is a standard oldtime honF remedy and needs no introGOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil is
duction
Inclosed in odorless, tasteless capsules
containing about 5 drops each. Take
them as you would a pill, with a small

I

moderately

*
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The Christmas Club now
fords every member of this

fig

others,

as

opportunity to
living. Do not fail
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CLASS
PLAN

j

5

j

join

to

5A

llncrease Decrease Increase1 Decrease

OF

2

cts.

PAYMENT I Weekly

Total Amt.

i

2A

2

j

B

IV.

jR

com e

R

tell you what you ne
Turn at Perry’s Mario

H
R

0. A. PALL GARAGE.

I

2 cts

j

5 cts.

Week'/ Weekly

fe25.50| f25.50 ]

63.75

||||

5 cts.

joy

it.

Horses
Just

j

j

<|||

50

100

50

£1-00

FOR SALE

Jp;
of

W

:

arrived with

a

carload of

good acclimated horses, which
bought on the market for

were

cash and hence can be sold at
prices which will allow both you
and I to live. Come in and see
them.
47tf

W. L.

j
#63.75~ #25.00 #50.00|
Weekly

j

WEST,

(BRANCH AT UNITY),

farm \\\mm

Home Journal

WIT!

Wm. A. MASON,
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INSURE
1

LADIES’

ff

Waldo Trust Company

One 390>gg size Cyi
bator.
One 240 egg size C\
bator.
One 240 egg size Be'
j
One Prairie State
52 inch hover.
Machines practical
Holmes’ Mills, where t
applying to Charles
H M
3m47*
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|||
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cents

Weekly
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forming afcommunity

add to the

an

an-

ourselves.

as to

lH

||f

B

pleasure

little every week, in

to

Sfjjty
JtSK,

a

put aside
ticipation of the happiness it will bring
to

jb|

will be graded and made

see us anv way.

that go with the
Christmas season!

|

yard

Drive in and let

things

And it is

M

Washington Street, just off from

get in and out of. Ihe building is brick i
proof to a certain extent. As we don’t expe<
new cars for the coming season, this will i
chance to have your overhauling done Lie!'
spring rush.

of Christmas,

buy

tained from books.

The on stimulates
swallow of water.
the
enables
action
and
the
kidney
organs to throw oft the poisons which
New l^ife and
cause premature old age.
strength increase as you continue the
When completely restored
treatment.
continue taking a capsule or two each
day. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules will keep you in health and vigoi
and prevent a return of the disease.
Do not wait until old age or disease
have settled down for good. Go to your
■druggist and get a box of GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules. Money
refunded if they do not help you. Three
But remember to ask for the
Sizes.
original imported GOLD MEDAL brand.
In sealed packages.

and

M.

WILLIAM

on

AT

Fred D. Jones’

m
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E. H, BOYINO

Eye Sight Sp«

«
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Cpf flip Mmt Out
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Ynnr Food.

I
1

Science says that old age begins with
weakened- kidneys and digestive organs.
This being true, it is easy to believe
that by keeping the kidneys and digestive organs cleansed and in proper
working order old age can be deferred
and life prolonged far beyond that enjoyed by the average person.

quality

MATHEWS & TYLER BUILDING. I

wherewithal

M

OLD AGE STARTS
WITH YOUR KIDNEYS

of best

goods

Call early for NEW' IDEAS.

joyful

H>
Ip

Mr. Garfield.

ness.

I

■V!'

FOR FLETCHER S

sale demobilization of the great superfluity of bureaus, boards and commissions
of helpers, have
this point for them. Therefore, reduction which, with an army
their uselessdemonstrated
sufficiently
conbe
not
will
seriously
of armament
sidered at the peace table and what the

All

Children Cry

While we are demobilizing our military
forces it would be highly satisfactory to
the taxpayers if there should be a whole-

consent that

peace

it

is the

$

r

DECEMBER 1st TO THE

and in money for each and every
and
purpose. She is no poorer in purse
richer far in pride, which she is justly
We must not mar
entitled to feel.
our

Stones

SET TO ORDER.

a

1

war

to-

the saddle, has the pole and is headed for
what we call the foreign markets. If we

I

H.hi

p

and Maine

I

year,

as

The Knox Branch A. R. C. are to have
before
time
entertainment some
Christmas at Knox Station. A cordial
invitation is extended to all to make
fancy articles, etc to sell.
an

pounds

expect to see her reaching out, first to
her own trade and then to secure

Beautiful Diamonds

“consistent

This, at least,
with domestic safety.”
they will be compelled to do to cut down
restore
expenses and by the necessity to

restore

i

trusting heart, from war’s great
mart,
this
Mrs. A. M. Shibles is quite sick at
He sailed for unknown pier
Mrs. Fogg of Where the angels wait, with souls elate,
Her mother,
writing.
for
her.
is
caring
Brooks,
Beyond a grief or tear.
And on fairer shore, we’ll meet once more
N. S. Donahue, county agent, held a
Our noble young volunteer.
very interesting meeting at the Kenney
Mrs. Annie B. Clements
school house last Saturday in the interest
of organizing a farm bureau.
With

l^pdc

Christmas Shoppers

rapidly demobilized to the extent

which

tea, tobacco and rice. For a year or two
England must build ships. We must then

FOR EARLY

But the cruel foe has laid him low,
In France, they made his bier;
In the world's great strife, he gave his life
For home, and country dear,
And has paid full price in sacrifice
Our noble young volunteer.

Blynn Hogan and family were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hogan, in

vide it but whither wise or unwise each
great nation of the world will continue
to construct, equip and man the armies
of the sea and air. The land armies will

torrid and the temperate zones where the
climate and soil are favorable for the production of a great variety of the things
which are essential to the existence and
comfort of

the chosen route in 1614. Huge navies
maintain even when ;
are expensive to
held in watchful waiting for future pos- !
sible exigencies. It may be wise to pro-

a

I

Standard Goods

O’er in No Man’s Land, with soldier band,
And danger always near,
He withstood each test, and did his “best,”
Without a dread or fear,
And for valor, rare, was cited there
Our noble young volunteer.

Leon Whitten, Henry Vose and John
Penney are on the sick list.

Feasant
to take
and
children
like it. j

In lands she rules onc-f: urth of are likely to make another dash for the
the area of the world, and these lands sea and the probabilities are that it will
Many of the German
are populated by one fourth of the in- j be made via Italy.
habitants of the globe. This gives her
now believe this should have been

I

Ada B. Morton, Belfast, to Maurice S.
timber in Belfast.
[ When he heard the “call,” and left us all
To serve his country dear;
Herbert E. Bradman, Belfast, to Everett
W. Gage, Andover, Mass., and Raymond Tho’ our hearts were sad, this loyal lad
in
Was brave and full of cheer,
Collins, Belfast; land and buildings
As he said “good bye” with courage high
Belfast.
Our noble young volunteer.

■

these.

Corp. Chester Evans, Monroe
Co. F, 103rd Inf.
Killed in action, Nov. 5, 1018

Wood, do.; standing

In future trade the United States will be
her closest rival and we, in comparison,
will be but puny. While England has

1

SWAN, WHITTEN CO.

IN MEMORIAM

j

Morrill.

Only
that
pushed their way so near that city
of hostile
its people heard the thunder
I hese wisdoms are tor the luring of
London is the heart of England youth toward high moral altitudes. The
cannon.
and when that heart is pierced the British author did not gather them from practice,
but from observation.
To be good is
hunted all over the world to find a foot- Empire will die. That heart can only be
noble, but to show others how to be good
hold for her enterprises we have been so reached by sea, and here a vast fleet will is nobler and no trouble.”—Mark Twain.
fully occupied in our own development continue to protect it. France, now ex---j
that we have done little to acquire and hausted and poor, can increase her naval
President Wilson has gone to Europe to
hold the trade even of our Southern force but slowly, but she will not forget
extend the blessings of world-wide dethat Germany still lies on her eastern
neighbors who are 50,000,000 strong.
mocracy, while here at home various aumay
There are those who venture to predict border and in another generation
tocratic individuals and corporations are
increase her
will
She
her.
world
attack
the
rule
will
again
some
that
day England
pillaging his own people.
ability.
her
as
Gerextent
of
fleet to the
as completely, but not as brutally,
naval
National supremacy
many hoped to do.
Italy dares not cut down her
Have you
requires the acquisition of lands for the force because her neighbors, now conT~
] ,1 bottle
production of food and raw materials. It quered, are still numerous and hostile.
Gee
W -g?
must have shipping, manufactures, capi- Austro-Hungary are at her doors while
™ymiT
-r
Some
tal, energy and men who will work or Germany and Turkey are not far away#
Kemps Balsam
light as occasion arises. England has all Sometime the so-called Central Powers

*

The digestive organs absolutely need
the influence of pure blood for the proper
performance of their functions. Persons
that sleep in small, ill-ventilated rooms
complain of little or no appetite in the
morning and of disagreeable dryness of

Why? Because,
as a result of breathing air that is impure, their blood is impure and fails to
give their digestive organs the stimulus
they must have for perfect work. It is
the mouth and throat.

necessary that we should have pure blood
if we want to get all the good out of what
we eat that there is in it and to get it
comfortably. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is dis-

tinguished for making pure, rich vitalized
blood, perfecting the digestion and building up the whole system. Get it today.
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WANTED
A MAN
for

shucking clams.

3teady work

and

gooa

wages.

Bramtiall’s Market
WANTED
BY EXPERIENCED PERSON, a position in store, dry goods preferred. Inquire
2w49
»t Journal Office.

oT

BOYINGTOX OF!!
44 South Main

Winteiport. Main
OFFICE DAYS—M INHVI

CORD WOOS
FOR SALE

Inquire^

of
or

WA, ,,

Horse for Sale

W*
,.. „1)0,
A large black horse, weiglm
been used for trucking puD'.
sold cheap.
46tf

Apply

1

to

JAMES*

;

RED CROSS ROLL CALL
FOR CHRISTMAS WEEK

COULD HOT STOP
THE HEADHCHES

Thar
Cost More Lives

DangerN°‘

Ba,,lcw

American Public Asked to Respond With Universal Membership.

Nececsary to

1.are

Greal

r,irther Outbreak

0>"

—

ravages of Spanish Inare perhaps best

Uippa|iltu-

Until She Tried “Frult-a-tives”
(or Fruit Liver Tablets)

jptrr

air 'r ratement recently made,
resulted in little

there? Where?, Cross
workrooms, Employees day
On the Red Cross Christmas Roll Call, (when special tribute will be paid to
a#re
from this disease than
tUi contribution made by the laboring
of course.
IBS»
ithteen months parman), the week ending with a general
otic of the European
with
Red
Cross
Sunday,
Beginning
,n
“Clean-up" day, when every person in
(ion
December 15, the entire American na- the community not yet enrolled will
,.er now, declare aution will be given the opportunity dur- again be personally solicited for mem\merican tendency
(relieve the peril is
ing the week of December 16 to 2H to bership.
the
ithorities claim
It is believed that some time during
line up for all those errands of mercy
jo
is very apt to
that the bright Red Cross against tlie week at least one performance of
there
and
liseage
H
the white background has come to the masque, “The Roll Call," especialthroughout the win- symbolize.
ly written by Mr. Percy Mackaye, with
obeasily
1
following
This Is In no sense a call for funds. stage settings designed by Robert Edmembering that In| it
It is the annual call for service. Ev- mond Jones, will be given in every
revent than cure,
This has but
ery member of every household, from community.
twelve
vcd disease. Avoid
tlie grandfather to the nursery, should speaking parts and is arranged espelossible. Influenza
careless
or
be
norant
represented on the Red Cross Serv- cially for community presentation,
ice Elag.
i!(f
mh without using a
Only dollar memberships with men, women and children in the
01
eaCll
COUgll
f;fi
are being asked for, and these nre for pantomime parts.
It can be given
,.n the lloor, sidethe calendar year of 1919.
either elaborately or very simply, as
places,
,,r public
Everywhere throughout the four- conditions warrant. In its dramatic
■non drinking cups
teen Red Cross divisions the week will theme it expresses the emancipation
.- i t-places. Breathe
be celebrated as a rededication to per- of the human spirit from tyrannydcidal and antiseptic
sonal service and self sacrifice.' No through the humanizing agency of the
_erms that do find
matter what may he the immediate task American Red Cross.
;
Copies of the
se and throat.
precaution against ahead, there are bound to be increas- masque, as. well as directions for cosni; iriyed in this maning demands made on the Red Cross tuming and incidental music, can be
i he nearest drug
during the coming year, and every secured at Red Cross Headquarters In
ii i Outfit consisting
American, whether here or In foreign every town and city.
Cure oil of Hyomei
One of the most novel and interestparts, has his part to play.
■i hard rubber inThrough the Divisions every Chap- ing features of the campaign promises
h a few drops of
i'
ter, and through the Chapter every to be the One-day and One-Hour plan
!:■
f ii should carry this
Branch and Auxiliary will spread the of enrollment. This consists of divid■.on during the day
Red Cross Message and endeavor to ing the community into units of one
r so put it in your
enroll every person in every com- hundred houses, the idea being to have
breaths of its pure.
: into the passages
munity. Already the membership In sufficient workers to canvass these
mil lungs.
this national organization has grown homes practically simultaneously, a
os before they actufrom some few hundred thousand in sort of “home stretch,” distributing
our blood, you may
1916 to more than twenty millions since the work among many with a miniimmune to infecour own
country entered the world mum of time consumed by each.
There are no limits set for the
war.
The official uniform worn by Roll
.-:is about Spanish In1918 Christmas enrollment.
Every Call workers will be a cap and arm
u if in tlie prevention
American everywhere is the hoped brassard.
These are to be made of
! nose and throat, j
for goal.
red flannel and a small paper circle In
pneumonia. Don’t
u
uiiuiuwiio
niiujrci
white will carry the Red Cross emDo your part. Keep
will be arranged for the week, hnsed blem.
ii may save yourself
Tills uniform will serve both, us
...i the loss of several
on suggestions worked out by national protection against the
unscrupulous and
campaign managers at Headquarters. as au aid to the workers themselves.
On Itoll Call Sunday the Red Cross
Corporations, business firms and Inmessage will be preached from every dustries will be supplied with a lOOH
! SMI LE ( ENTER.
pulpit, and all church meetings will Service flag.
There will be no Christmas sale of
arrange special programs of Red Cross
Marian
! daughter
activities.
tuberculosis seals this year.
Instead,
With the co-operation of local art- the Red Cross has made a direct apBelfast.
ists. every community will be deco- propriation of $2,500,000 for this work,
nee MacDonald was
ra’ed with Red Cross posters. Pasters and ten seals will be awarded each
Saturday.
will be used on all packages sent out person who Joins the Roll Cull as a
from the stores during Itoll Cal! week, reminder of the very Important work
Belfast was the guest
and the movies will show (Unis pictur- being done by the National TubercuThanksgiving,
ing the various Red Cross agencies at losis Association.
ill
been
has
who
mil,
home and abroad.
“For All HumanWars may come and wars may go,
w able to sit up.
ity” shows scenes taken on the actual but the Red Cross goes on forever.
battlefield.
There will also be WoWill you not be among the first to
wife passed Thanksmens day,
club programs on Red place your name on the 1919 memberill their son Basil,
Cross, special exercises In the Red ship roll?
lev, who has been ill

|

Is

h"ve

vnur name

written

112 Coburg St., St. John.
“I feel I must tell you of the great
benefit I have received from your

1

wonderful

I have been a sufferer for many
years from Violent Headaches, and
could get no permanent relief.
A friend advised me to take ‘Fruita-tives’ and I did so with great
success ; and now I am entirely free
thanks to your
of Headaches,
splendid medicine”.
MRS. ALEXANDER SHAW,

',,’ilhcr
>

50c. a

Alvah E. Ward of South Brewer is the
guest of relatives in town.

Ames, who has employment in
the shipyard at Machias, was home for
Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Ward were guests

and family passed
Belfast, the guest of

NO FIXED QUOTAS FOR 1919.

or

(terns.
Tuesday of last week
he has employment

ere

ksbvard
vho has been stopping
the past few weeks,

recently.
Xmas ball at Tranmusic will be furnish-

mother Fred of Rockf

their parent', Mr.
r, Dec. 1.

bought the Star mail
ung, who has emin the shipyard for
Camden

was

in

cmber I, to attend the
Francis Rankin,

1

the enrollment of
Cross Chapters
members in the Red Cross Christmas
Universal membership is
Roll Call.

home

on a

fur-

mksgiving with their
to see many of our
time.

>

mother, Mrs. Lizzie
Mass., have been reva Dean, Myrabel Russ
1 hey were also guests

brother,
earn

V’

J"'
ll”

S. A. Nutt,

that Miss F'lora

been seriously ill with
ell.
We hope Bhe will

as

her duties at Bel-

me

entered in the
itiifH;

leave

on

fall,

account of

life:

^

i,ers

institute, which was held
I last week, was a suc-

day

was not

1

veiling,

pleasant one,

a

but many teachers
The

different towns.
*ere

very interesting and inteachers. Miss Hale and

spoke
: r

■

in

an

the

i.

able

noon

Li•"!

manner on

intermission,

arrangement, care of
nice bake bean dinner
" dining room
by the Red
who did not avail them'bportunity certainly miss*
and many instructive
■111d aid them in their
^'ich credit is due Mrs.
for her interest in the
A

1

schools.

^mPHREYS
Humphreys Remedies

for
use. meets the needs of
v-ry ailment from Infancy
1 iu I>r. Humphreys' Manual

?

d

W

partial
W

'Vb,'

list

for
r,rW-^>iis, Inflammations

V‘;.u,'r!"

Ished only when every available perwithout regard to age or sex, has
been enrolled. Children may join only
through the Junior Red Cross Auxilia-

Infanta
and adults

Ial<lren
Wj‘l' Bronchitis
Neuralgia
* Headache.
Vertigo
Sepp "“digestion.'Weak
Stomach
^obo
rse (k)U*h.
Laryngitis
p

ri«fh“'«Fake'Sche’

SCn!n‘Dtion8S'OdIi’T; Lur»bMO
Malaria
|v ^u®.
Bleeding. Internal. External
H

Sw»l enza- Col<l
K, nCoUih
n

"

i“ Head

•1)1 fflcult Breathing
r?pd
“le

Kidney*

fejsasr
'^SlL,

uOMEO.

lovely. Unsightly blotches, pimples, eruptions

and
sallowness show the need of Beecham’s Pills to stimulate
and regulate the vital organs and improve the circulation. Good health and bettef looks soon follow the use of

Miss Elmira

Merrithew

the

village

BEECHAM’S PILLS

teacher spent the week-end at her home
in Camden.
Mr. Lewis Drinkwater, who has been
home from Camp Devens on a six day’s
furlough, returned Nov. 29th.
Miss Ruth Hurd who

holiday

recess

was

at home

|!

Directions of Special Value to Women are with Every Box.
Sold by druggists throughout the world. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

i

on a

has returned to Rockland.

PRESTON’S

Mrs. Lizzie Stewart and daughter, Mrs.
Ethelle Johnson of Lowell, Mass., who
have been visiting in town, have returned.

Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.

Mr. S. A. Nutt is acting as Star Route
Mail carrier filling the vacancy of Mr.
Parker Young, who has employment in
Belfast. Fred Miller, Leslie Gray and

IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN;STREET.
Careful drivers if desired
I have single and double hitches, buckboards, etc.

Ralph Miller, have gone to Rockland
Yojr patronage is solicited.
where they have employment in Snow’s
shipyard.

Telephone—stable. 18-2; house, 18-3.
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor,

I-1

MANAGED BY MAINE MEN

Everett Gross returned to Colby College Dec. 2nd, having accompanied the
remains of his classmate, Hugh Kelley,
to this town.
The Community Supper given by the
Red Cross on Thursday evening, Nov.
28th was a decided success, and a social
time was enjoyed.
The sympathy of the community is

The Central Maine Power Company
ganized in Maine. It has a Maine charter.

ville, following pneumonia.
Mrs. Lydia K. Reed, who has
spending several weeks at her home
has gone to Augusta, where her son
bur is employed, and will spend the

It

was or-

■

men.

been

here,
Wilwin-

Your investment in Central Maine Power Company 7 % preferred stock is safeguarded in many ways-and

ter there.
Arthur E. Do^kham of Keene, N. H.,
and daughters, Dorothy and Gladys, whose

guests
Haley.
The Misses Dockham returned to Keene,
Nov. 29th, with their father, and will
home has been in Winterport,
recently of Mr. and Mrs. F.

1

was or-

It is controlled by Maine men. It’s property
is all located in Maine. Most of its stock is owned by Maine people
—largely by customers of the company.

ganized by Maine

ex-

tended t.o the relatives of Hugh Kelley,
whose death occurred recently at Water-

were

not the least of these

T.

safeguards

is the fact that it is

100 % Maine

a

proposition.

live there.

The stock nets 6'2

uiy
FOR FLETCHER’S
C A S ~T O R l A

°7o—any employee

crn

take your

subscription.

\

j

VICTORY.

During (he week before Christmas
the entire American people will have
the privilege of answering the Red
The reCross Christmas Roll Call.
sponse should roar through the land
with a unanimity that will stimulate
to the uttermost the hopes of men In
It will thereall parts of the earth.
fore be the climax of American idealism and will usher In Christmas with
Red Cross membership approximating the census figures. What the Red
Cross wants is the approval of the
American people of the Red Cross policy. and such approval will have the
highest significance in the eyes of suffering people everywhere. President
Wilson leads the response and passes
along the message, “I summon you to
the comradeship."
a

RED CROSS SCHOOL FOR BOYS.
The American Red Cross has established a manual training school for
Belgian boys at Vaulruz, Switzerland.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
h
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

PEACE MAKES
GREATER

have

for

all

*

★
*
*
■*
*
*

*
*
*
*

********************

MEDICINE CO.,
^uu Street*. New York.1

were

Miss

sister,
shoppers in Belfast

(Of

recently.

Miss Grace Hunt has gone to Belfast
to pass the winter at the home of Mr.

Red Cross "Over There.”
Following are a few excerpts taken

and Mrs. Henry Marden.

mas

Stomach Dead

Wyman Tibbetts who has been
passing several days with friends in Pa-

Inclosing

lermo has returned home.
Miss Mary Davey who spent the sumat her home here, has closed her
house and will pass the winter months in
mer

Boston.

much for us over here, and you
know just how we appreciate It
beyond everything else.’*
An

so

Mr.

appeal:

“To Whom It May Concern.—I am in
service in France and, having no people
in the United States, would like to receive a little package from the Red Cross
1 am in No Man’s Land in a
on Xmas.
big woods, and it is raining.”
“I have been informed the Red Cross
will send Xmas packages to any soldier
who sends them his Xmas package couI have received so much tobacco
pon.
a.id other things from the Red Cross in
months in France I scarcely
fourteen
my
I am in the hospital
like to write again.
recovering from wounds, and the Red
with daily papers,
us
furnishes
Crpss
writing material, tobacco, fruits and rec-

Mrs.

Bert

Bradstreet

and Mrs. Barzy Harriman.

Charles E- Coombs has returned
from Rockland, where he has been employed in the shipyard.

Miss Helen Cobb went to Guilford Nov.
30th for a few weeks.

The Ryder school had a pleasant and
social and ice cream sale

Thanksgiving evening.
Mrs. Angelia Adams left Dec. 2nd for
for a visit with her daughter, Mrs. Ralph Hamilton.

Sewickley, Pa.,

Capt. O. F. Coombs and sister, Mrs.
Helen Ryder, were the week-end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mayo in Belfast.
Mrs. H. M. Coombs has gone to Oakland for the winter to be with her daughter, Miss Olive, who is teaching there.

DARTING, PIERCING
SCIATIC PAINS

package.”

“Words cannot express the obligation
we are under for the work you are doing
to help us along.**
“I know they would greatly appreciate
I wish to most
any little remembrance.
sincerely thank the Red Cross for all the
kindnesses and benefits they have be-

Give way before the penetrating effects of Sloan’s
Liniment

boys.’*

read by
An original poem
I G. M. Twombly written for the occasion
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Parker celebrated |
by Annie B. Clement of Winterport.
the 50th anniversary of their wedding at
Mrs. N. J. Curtis then presented Mr. and
their home Nov. 26th, and 100 guests
Mrs. Parker with a gold piece from Mornwere present.
They were the recipients ing Light Grange. Mrs. Henry Webber
of many valuable gifts including gold and
aang Silver Threads Among the Gold.
silver, a very handsome lamp, a choco- Then everyone joined in singing patriotic
late set, aluminum ware, etc. The living
aongs. Refreshments of ice cream and
room and parlor were prettily decorated in
was

The guests took

FARM
before taking the chances of
other winter. Apply to

twinges and
the loin-aches of lumbago, the nerveinflammation of neuritis, the wry neck,
the joint wrench, the ligament sprain,
the muscle strain, and the throbbing
bruise.
The ease of applying, the quickness
of relief, the positive results, the cleanliness, and the economy of Sloan’s
I iniment make it universally deferred.

Christmas Presenl
MU lil
For

or write for particulars.
Ponmtto Suppli &., 0* 32. Binghamton, If.

for Summer Hotels
and

Camps

Republican Journal Pub. Co., Belfast.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILRGAL

M. O. WILSON

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change ir location fora new start
in life.

Land Surveyor.

Undeveloped Water

156

AND

Good Farming Land

high Streit, Belfast.

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

4w43*

WANTED
HOME EMPLOYMENT
BRAIDING rufis for us is pleasant, easy,
well-paid work. For particulars, address
PHELPS & PINKHAM, Inc.,
302 Anderson St., Portland, Me.
14w48
■

■

—-

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
are

MAINE

CENTRAL,

or

to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE

CENTRAL

\

|

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

«
|

For Sale
Low

Power

Unlimited Raw' Material

PROMPT SERVICE AND
REASONABLE jPRICES.

The Grammar school teacher
Miss Izora Duncan read the Thanksgiving
Proclamation, after which a number of

Send Parcel Peat

Locations

Mill Sites, Farms,Sites

year.

Churchill.

recitations about Thanksgiving, why the
Pilgrim Fathers made Thanksgiving,
rendered.
songs, and one dialogue were
The last number on the program was
singing the Battle Hymn of the Republic,
after which Rev. John Churchill pronounced the benediction. The pupils
a
gave their recitations and songs in
reflected much credit
manner which
upon the teachers, Miss Izora Duncan

quarries
Factory

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

The pupils of the Grammar and Primary
schools gave a very interesting Thanksgiving entertainment in the Grammar
schoolroom Wednesday afternoon, Nov.

falseiSStenaiLSS

30c.v 60c., $1.20

one

|

Price $2.00

in North Haven and Miss Susie Hanson,
who has employment in Belfast.

27th. The first number on the program
was the singing of America by all, which
was followed by prayer by Rev. John

I

~~

!==!•

OF THE

Rev. and Mrs. John. Churchill have
gone to Boston, where Mrs. Churchill
will receive treatment for deafness, which

caused by grip.

BELFAST, MAINE.
6w45

wi nter.

Among the Thanksgiving home comers
were Miss Minnie Paine, who is teaching
in Milo, Bliss Marriner, who is teaching

|

FRIEND A

and Mra. Etta Marriner.

a

gold and white crepe paper. The bride late departure, wishing Mr. and Mrs.
and groom of. fifty years ago, with their Parker
many happy years together. As
two daughters, stood under an arch of
the guests departed they were presented
gold and white where they received the with a piece of the wedding cake as a
congratulations and best wishes of tbeir souvenir of the happy occasion.

MAKE YOUR

Mr and Mrs. J. F. Marden have closed
their house and started for St. Petersburg, Florida, where they will spend the

was

an-

DICKE Y-KNOWLTON
REAL ESTATE COMPANY

ALSO PLEDGE TO

Mi-o-na stomach

SEARSMONT

profitable

“Dear Red Cross Workers.—After we
left dear old America we thought we
traveling away from your kindness,
We cannot praise you
but we did not.
1 have no
too highly for your work.
folks at home to send me a Christmas

served.

part.)

YOUR

What the stomach of every sufferer
From indigestion needs is a good prescription that will build up his stomach, put
strength, energy and elasticity into it and
made it sturdy enough to digest a hearty
meal without artificial aid.
The best prescription for indigestion
ever written is sold by druggists everywhere and by A. A. Howes & Co., and is
guaranteed to build up the stom-

NORTH ISLfcSBOKO
Mr.

were

were

a

INSURE

People who suffer from sour stomach,
Fermentation of food, distress after, eating
ind indigestion, and seek relief in large I
ihunks of artificial digestors, are killing j
Eheir stomachs by inaction just as surely j
is deadening
is the victim of morphine
and injuring beyond repair every nerve in
his body.

the name,
never fail.

Day.

One Red Cross nurse writes:

cake

|

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Knowlton enter- ach and cure indigestion, or money back,
tained Mr. Ralph Overlock and family,
This prescription is named Mi-o-na,
in large
Mr. and Mrs. George Dow and Mr. and and is sold in small tablet form
for only a few cents. Remember
Mrs. Ernest Bowen on Thanksgiving boxes,
tablets. They

“I have no one else to send my Xmas
coupon to, so am sending it to you, as
If you
per notice on our bulletin board.
send a package I would appreciate it if
for I
a
bill
for
same,
you would inclose
would gladly pay It. I don't want to imThe Red Cross Is the best
pose on you.
friend we have.”

| friends.

Man Still Lives

rigidly

So do those rheumatic

MONROE HAS GOLDEN WEDDING.

and

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Abbott of Palermo and Thomas Mathews, ate their
Thanksgiving dinner at the home of Mr.

reation.”

our

and

daughter Cora of Palermo, were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young on Thanksgiving Day.

Italian thus addresses his Christ-

stowed upon

is

J

Mrs.

Christmas Package Coupons:
‘‘Dear Mr., Miss or Mrs. Red Cross.—I
would appreciate it tremendously if you
I have
would send me a Xmas package.
no relatives, and a little something from
the good old U. S. A. would be appreciThe Red Cross has
ated beyond words.
done
don’t

Company

the winter with his team.

this time to express their appreciation for the work done by the

letters

Electric

Mr. and Mrs. John Fuller have moved
to Morrill where Mr. Fuller has work for

taken

from

Bay

Belfast recently.

Inciceiving hundreds of appenls.
dentally the men at the front have

random

which the Penobscot

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bradstreet and Mrs.
W. J. Knowlton were auto visitors in

the

tremely thankful."

*

*

Cora Bradstreet,

no

*

*
*

Peace will not end the need
On
of Red Cross relief work.
the contrary, the proclaiming of
peace- opens new fields of service for the Red Cross, and now,
more than ever, the American
people will be called upon to
oboy their generous impulses to
bind up the world's wounds.
Membership In the Red Cross
affords the noblest outlet for
such impulses. Every American
should answer “Here” to the
Red Cross Christmas Boll Call.

Christmas

*

*
*

NEED

this

“Am inclosing the coupon, but please
be sure all the boys at the front get
their packages first, then if one is left 1
will appreciate it, as I suspect all the
others will have something from home
which will make me a little lonesome.
Words cannot express our appreciation
for the Red Cross."
“The Red Cross is a great help and
blessing to the soldiers any and everywhere."
“We of the A. E. F. are constantlybeing shown evidences of the wonderful
work the Red Cross is doing and are ex-

*★***★★★★*★*★★***★
*
*

Claus

at

tributing Member at $5.00, Sustaining
Member at $10.00, l.ife Member at
j
$00.00 or Patron at $100.00.
TO

have

relatives
in the United States, Red Cross Headquarters at Washington has been re-

aim in enrolling is not to raise money
but to Increase the membership. Special emphasis is laid upon the regular
membership at St.OO per year, but privilege will be given to enroll as a Con-

CLIMAX

overseas

Mrs. Walter Young and

Informed

boys in khaki who

their membership dues are
twenty-five cents a year. The chief

THli

soldiers

the

Central Maine Power Company

LIBERTY.

^ver

ijW

complexion is the outward mark of
and a healthy body. When the stomach,
liver and blood are in good order, the skin is clear and
good blood

Tranquility Grange held its annual
election of officers Saturday evening,
Dec. 7th.

of Mr. and Mrs. Lee A. Bennett.

by their officers that
the American Red Cross will piay San-

ries, and

ilg 'V;lke{ulness of

;Vy

Since
been

the goal.
Chapters are limited only
by the number of people in their ju-1 ta
risdictions. The Roll Call will be fin-

Lewis Drink water and
were

A beautiful

Belfast spent
here.

Clarence McDonald arrived Dec. 2nd
from the officers training school at Camp
Lee, Va.

Harding of Sandypoint.
Mrs. George Coombs and
Mr. and
daughter Henriella of Belfast are guests

for

t lie old church.

i

Georgia Hall of
Thanksgiving at her home
Miss

Nov. 24th of Mr. and Mrs. Harvard K.

WHAT BOYS SAY
ABOUT RED GROSS

So great is the faith of the American
Red Cross in the American people that
no quotas have been assigned to Red

son,

soon.

f

visit in Camden.

umiaren

ported much better.

out

Clear the Skin

Mrs. Annie Churchill has returned from
a

L. F.

I,’.’.

1:

of

PROSPECT.

|

!F *•

$2.50,

OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

j

a.;

trial size 25c.

At all dealers or sent
receipt
price, by FRUIT-A-TIYES Limited,

■

M

box, 6 for

on

■

.■

medicine, ‘Fruit-a-tives*.

LINGOLNVILLE

second hand parlor
and kitchen stoves,

price

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

TO LET
Four rooms with bath, hot and cold
water. Inquire of
MRS. I. FRANKEL,
47
26 High Street,

4
__
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AFTER INFLUENZA

W
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HELPFUL HINTS FOB

Fevers, and Other BloodPoisoning, Prostrating Diseases,
The best course of restorative treatment, purifying the blood, strengthening the nerves, stimulating the
liver, i's:
Hood's Sarsaparilla, the standard
blood purifier, before eating,
Pej it iron, a real iron tonic (ehochlated pills), after eating,
Hood's Pills (cathartic, mild and

The Grip,

effective)

Hit i

&

I

IVORY

WHITE

Hair Receivers, Powder
Brushes, Combs, Mirrors, Trays,
B0*0[ ■
Bud
and
Vases, Perfume
Hooks,
Cream Jars, Files
Trinket Trays, Picture Frames, Desk Clocks.

Bottles^®
jB

as/needed.

These three great medicines make
convalescence real, rapid and perfect. They are also of service.in the
prevention of disease and the preservation of health. They form Hood’s
Triple Combination Treatment.
Each is good alone; all are good
together. Get them today.

I

Ohristmas Oandy

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

STATIONARY

New Books, October-November, 1918
Useful

35c. to

-Arts.

Rexford, Eben Eugene.
1918.
The home garden.
Fine Art.

CHRISTMAS UARDS,

Davies, Randall.
Stories of the English artists.
.. 759.2 D 27

1—Remarkable photograph of a mine exploding under a railroad bridge in a section of the front held by the
Americans. 2—Group of inhabitants of Ecourt-St. Quentin reunited at Arras after their deliverance from the lluns.
3—Three Belgian patrols creeping forward toward the German lines.

Vasari, Giorgio.
Stories of the Italian artists.
190b. 759.5 So 3
Literature.
1916.

Stories children need.

372 B 15

of a young, unsophisticated country girl
who enters into a bargain with an ole
roue of a prince by which she secures his
influential support to further the careei
of her starving artist lover, an America!]
artist. True love, however, finally conquers the empty lures of Parisian smart
society life, and the pair is reunited tc
live in undisturbed bliss.

Colonial Theatre
Still

They Come,

a

Photoplay Program,

Day, Holman Francis.
Bigger and Better Than* Ever, at This
Pine tree ballads; rhymed
the Next Few Days.
Playhouse,
stories of unplaned human
D-2
811
Maine.
in
natur' up
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, Thursday
Travel.
The brilliant production “Redemption”
de.
starring Evelyn Nesbit and her son RusBoov, Theodoor Hendrik
B 729 D 35 sell Thaw is the big attraction for the
The Virgin Islands. 1918.
matinee and evening shows, Thursday.
Biographv.
We quote the following from the New I
Newton.
Arthur
York Star:
Davis,
him.
knew
I
“Evelyn Nesbit and her live-year-old
The Kaiser as
... 3 W 6-2 son, Russell Thaw, in the magnificent
picture
production “Redemption,” is
Livingstone, William Pringle.
proving the hit cf the season at the
Geo. M. Cohan T.heatre, 13rd St. and
Mary Slessor of Calabar,
B-S 1 2 Broadway, New York. Hundreds have
pioneer missionary.
been turned away, and the prospects are
Mitchell, W’ilmot Brookings.
that the film will remain there all season,
and
man
Elijah Kellogg, the
instead of two weeks, as originally inhis work. 1908.B-K 29 tended.
|
The picture, which is acclaimed by
Radiiwill, Ekaterina.
critics and film experts as one of the ;
Confessions of I he Czarina
...

947.09 V 44

Smith, Arthur Douglas Howden.
The real Colonel House.
Who's Who in America.

1918. B-H 1111
.920 M 34

The

adventures

Arnold

of

.940 91 D 83

Adair, American ace
O’Brien, Pat.
Outwitting the Hun; my escape from a German prison
cam.’.

.940.91 Ob 6

1918

O’Shaughnessy, Edith Louise.
My Lorraine journal. 1918. 940.91 Os 3
Fiction.
Barr, Amelia Edith.
A romance of
Joan.

an

Eng-

lish mining village
Barton, Bruce.
The makingof George Groton.
ioiq

Beith, Ian Hay.
A knight on wheels.
Dell, Ethel M.

1914

The knave of diamonds. 1912.

Dodge, Henry Irving.
Skinner’s big idea. 1918
Kenollosa, Mary McNeil. (Sidney McCall.)
Sunshine beggars. 1918
Glass, Montague.
Worrying won’t win. 1918.
Harris, Corra.
Making her his wife. 1918.
Hendryx, James B.
The promise. A tale of the
great Northwest
Jordan, Elizabeth.
1918
The wings of youth.
Laughlin, Clara E.
1918.
The keys of Heaven.
Locke, William J.
The rough road. 1918.
Lutz, Grace Livingston Hill.
....

The enchanted barn.

1918.

MacGrath, Harold.
The girl in his house. 1918.
Miller, Alice Duer.
The happiest time,of their

His second wife.
A

daughter

Lin McLean.

1918.

Oe 6
P 78-3
P 833-7
R 47-13

T 45
T 681-3

1897.W 76-4

Juvenile

I

Books.

For Infants and Children

Hospital Tuesday

II"

tints

I

uu

'bnmount(jiltfure*

John Barrymore will be seen here on
Wednesday in “On the Quiet,” a pic-

on

the ground.

Dbc. 10th,

daughters, Mrs. Annie M. Robbins
and Mrs. Goldie M. Hopkins of East Belfast and Mrs. Bertha Nottage of Waterville. The funeral will take place at Mrs.

o

tamps

die

pduiuiie giiis.

War Savings Stamps are patriotic gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Manley Shute are receiv-

ing congratulations
born Dec. 7th.

over

a

10-pound boy

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harriman who are
spending the winter in Sandypoint, are
both sick with the influenza.
Harvard Harding and family who are
spending the winter in Sandypoint have
been sick with severe grip colds.

Guy West who has been very sick with
pneumonia is so for improved that his
nurse has gone home and he is able to
leave his room.
Give War Savings Stamps for Christmas.

FOR SALE
CORD WOOD thoroughly seasoned,
$10 per cord; 1 1-2 cords, $14.50. Stove
wood dried under cover, best to be had.

Ger-

|

served as baggage master on the Belfast
and Burnham line, and shortly before
taken ill had been promoted to conductor

2w50

J. A. BROWN,
R. F. D. 1, Belfast

FOUNTAIN

Puff

PENS to meet every

B

Boxes, 60c., $1.00, $t 50

need, $2,50

B
■

to 6.00

S

to 3.75

I

this branch.

on

About

seven

years

he received an injury to his hand while
at work on the R. R., was in the Lewiston hospital eleven weeks, and never
fully recovered from the effects of that
disease.

He

was a

member of the R.

Rr

His father and mothe.
Brotherhood.
have been here the past week and he has
also had the attendance of Miss Shirley,
the

R.

N.

who nursed

him

while

{at

the Lewiston hospital.
He was given
every care and attention possible, but
the first and did not
expect to recover, and his young wife
also shared that fear. The whole family
was

depressed

1

g
g
9
9
9
9
9
9
P

for him

from

past week with influenza. Mr. Mosman was always a most
exemplary young man and enjoyed the
have been ill the

for

Perfumes, Toilet Acer
selection of Useful Toil.
-looted Toilet Water $1 25
Harmony Toilet Water $1.25
Hudnut’s Toilet Water $1.00
folding Leathe. Manicure 1
to $5 00

Mrs. F. A. Luce and Miss Aurelia Luce
Saturday guests of Mrs. Eola Doyle

were

in Morrill.
E. B. Bean and James J. Clement took
Fred Bowler to the Bangor State Hospital Wednesday.
Mrs. W. D. Tasker got home Thursday
from Waterville. Mrs. Frank E. Carter
came

with her, and returned home Sat-

Pipes
Leather Cigar Cases
Leather Cigarette Cases
Shaving Sets

B

50

■

J

B
B

(

Sewing Sets
Knitting Set,

I Si"
Bags
Leather
9

I

Music

Collar

*

I

CITY DRUG STORE
READ & HILLS,

9
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&
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War Savings Stamps are patriotic gifts.
town
Emery Nutter lias been around
selling Xmas post cards.

Bowler’s.
Mrs. Thomas Thompson and daughters
visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thompson

Saturday.
There will be

West”

a

school Xmas tree at the

Montville schoolhouse Christmas

afternoon.
The Penney school in Freedom has been
and the scholars are being conveyed here.

Storage for TWO more Cars in our HeateJ c
Storage for Several Cars or other Vehicles, fin!
Starting Batteries Stored and given thorough (
Will begin cur OVER-HAULING season, shortI..
Year, and urgently ask that all owners, wishing repairto list their work with us as early as possible, as wt
listed, and so try to eliminate the usual Spring rush
caused by So MANY, wanting O MUCH, in S( I, ITT I
BE

suspended

Bert McDonald, who works for Warren
Emery at the mill, is recovering from an
attack of influenza.
Rev.

and

Mrs.

;

■

1
j

FORE HANDED, IT MEANS SATIS! At l

Al'fOMOBILE, MECHANICAL AND ELECIRICAl

j

Si

Read Garage & Machine Co nr

v

40 High Street, Belfast. Maine.

friends in town.

On account of the closing of the munition factories Mrs. Darius Thompson
and family will not go to Massachusetts
their farm
as planned, but will remain on
here.
The threshers have been in this section
the past week, they report the yield of
grain as good. Ernest Penney had 154
bushels oats, and W. D. Bowler had 90
bushels from 1 3-4 acres.
The many friends of Stanley Stevenson
will be glad to hear that he has come
through O K. He enlisted in the Milliken
Regiment at the first of the war, but was
transferred to another unit and finally
went to France among the first troops
that sailed, as a member of the 101st
Regiment, 26th Division. He has seen
much active service, part of the time
being detailed for the extra hazardous
work of keeping the telegraph connections between the front lines and headquarters in working order.

10c. and 15c.
ARE FOR

SALE

IN

BELFAST

BY

ESSIE P. CARLE
Who by special arrangement has all th<
patterns all the time.
WAITING TO SEND.

Well, maybe,

The rivers of Fram

I

f
I
j

f
f

\
1

j

j

;

j
J
1
j

e

twain,
But five are the linn
The Marne, the Vesh
Aisne
And the Somme of
The rivers of France, ti
Are nourished by in
But these five, if ever a
The fountains of son

k

The rivers of France
But the waters of h'
With the richest bln

tight

Give War Savings Stamps this Christ-

For Freedom, that

NOTICE
•

McCall Design
The following Trustees of the Waldo
elected
were
Tuesday,
Trust Company
Up-to-date coat dress of velveteen in
Nov. 19, 1918, and have taken the oath of
dark
brown, braided, to match with emoffice for the ensuing year, viz:
A. E. Kilgore,
broidery stitches Jin contrasting tone.
R. L. Cooper,
Amos Knowlton,
W. J. Dorman,
Cuffs, panel back and choker collar are
S. M. R. Locke,
Wilson Ellis,
smart style features.
H. N. McDougall,
Wm. Farwell,
A. M. Shibles,
O. E. Frost,
M. L. Slugg,
W. H. Hall,
R. D. Southworth,
J. H. Howes,
A PAIR OF EAR RINGS. The owner
W. L. West.
Alfred Johnson,
can have same by proving property and
Ralph M. Johnson,
paying charges. Inquire at
Attest:—T. FRANK PARKER,
20 Washington Street
Clerk.
1918.
Dec,

FOUND

Belfast,

There has been
a back-to-the-laiui
for the benefit of
it is hardly possible
from it. As matte
this movement is m<
form of a big reck.::
project in the South
it is to operate for
ern New England’s r1
ed farming lands.
smells of the Pork
noise like a deservir
is as yet no evidein
American soldiers
their part toward ;
a
success.
Most
waiting for them,
gravitate back to
the farms, in the >hcommercial life and :
they answered the
duty. The adminis'.
see their chance m
millions, for the re*
land in South or arid
in the Southwest
any large number
will tumble over t h
in it.—Biddeford Join

THE RIVERS O!

mas.

6,

]

BACK TO 1!

come

_

urday.
Give War Savings Stamps this Christmas

B

v

■
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After a vacation at his old home, W.
N. Foy returned Saturday to Westboro,
Mass.

B

B

Leather Writing Cases
Toiiet Cases
Leather Bags

President Wilson will
out all right, we hope so, in his
have always
Belle, aged 3, and V alter Raymond, born trip, but us old fellows, who
the admonitions of Washington
last Sunday, also by his parents and one regarded
of
entangling
and Jefferson to keep out
sister, Mrs. Ethel M. Pettee of this city. alliances as nearly as strong as Holy writ,
lick
Eleahad
to
Germany
We
one
have
lost
Dorothy
are dubious.
child,
They
and
The funeral will and incidentally we saved England
nor, aged one year.
France but to take the care and managetake place at the home of his sister, Mrs.
ment of the entire world onto our shoulPettee, on upper High street Friday at 2 ders is another question; we want to
we decide to do
p. m., Rev. William Vaughan of the think things over, before
And as we understand Mr. Wilson
it.
Trinity Reformed church officiating.
we are going to pay the highest wages in
the world and yet undersell, all other
nations, we are going to give foreign
CENTER MONTVILLE.
countries free access to our markets and
raise revenue by taxing our own citizens.
Well, well it may be plain enough to
War Savings Stamps are patriotic gifts. some of the young college people but us
it come out right
Harold Foster arrived home from Camp old fellows can’t make
by any of the rules of the arithmetic that
Devens Saturday.
we studied.
Someway or other the old
Americans’’
Mrs. Ida Young of Liberty is the guest slogan “America for the
sounds good to our ears and the proposiof Mrs..John W. Tibbetts.
test
of time of
the
stood
has
tion which
Miss Clara Bean went to Waterville “Protection to Americans, native and
foreign torn,” still has its charm.
Saturday to visit friends.
Mrs. Roy Sholes of Haverhill, Mass.,
is the guest of her father, David Boynton.

■

B

a

Gillette Blades, 50c.
Bill Books
Pocket Books
Smoking Sets
Leather and Khaki Traveling Cases
35c., $1.00, $2.50

[

B

her

Choice

Gem Safety Razors. $1-00
$100
Every Ready Safety Razors,
Gillette Safety Razors. $5.00

Eugene Puffer (nee
Blanche Stevenson) of Enosburg Fa'ls,
are
visiting relatives and
ago Vermont,

this city, he had an unusually happy
home. He is survived by his wife and
their three children Albert, aged 5 years,

three

and

old his parents moved to Lisbon Falls,
where he completed his education. He
took up railroading, and for some time

Maine General Hospital in Bangor
His age was 71 years, 11
months and 20 days. He is survived by

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown have received word that their son, Lloyd R.,
was ill with influenza at Fort Monroe,

Signature of

morning,

illness

short

esteem of all who knew him. With his
wife, formerly Miss Emerald Bradman of

ern

Capt. J.sW. Burgess received a letter
from his sister, Flora A. Burgess, saying
their nephew Lloyd Goodwin in France

a

Nathaniel A. Mathews'died at the-East-

waroaviiiga

I

K

SETS—Combs, Brushes,

Mrs V. B. Ells has returned from Belfast and is boarding at Mrs. W. D.

MOSMAN

with pneumonia.
He was born in Belfast Aug. 7, 11189, the
son of Albert L. and Nellie J. (Hobbs)
Mosman. When he was about ten years
after

and children.

old shack and he
sleeping
man tick made of paper and filled with

ti.

One of the saddest deaths to be reported for some time is that of Raymond G.
Mosman, who died at the Waldo County

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mosman of Lisbon
Falls were called here by the serious illness of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mosman

on a

always invited and welcome.

are

RAYMOND

Hopkins home this, Thursday, at 10 a. m.
Rev. William Vaughan of East Belfast
officiating. The remains will be placed
Mrs. Albion Fletcher.
in the receiving tomb at Grove CemeMrs. Laura Chase of Brooks was called
tery and the interment made in the spring
here Friday by the serious accident of her
in the family lot in Orringten.
sister, Mrs. Albion Fletcher.
War Savings Stamps are patriotic gifts.
Sunday, Dec. 5th, Mr. and Mrs. Raylb.
a
9
with
mond Mosman were presented
PROSPECT TERRY.
boy—Walter Raymond Mosman.

was

This is done in

j

Mrs. Eugene Fletcher arrived from
Pittsfield Monday to care for her mother,

Always bears

People’s Methodist Church, Rev. Chas.
W. Martin, pastor. Parsonage No. 7 Court
St. Telephone 213-11. Sunday morning,

people

Dec. 9th.

was in the thickest of the fighting
that he was well Nov. 5th. He wished we
could see where be was quartered in an

In Use For Over 30 Years

Thursday, evening.

j

above the wrist.

CASTOR IA

!

Prayer meeting this,

at 7.30

j service

!

Old Point Comfort, Va.
Burgess, Thornton W.
A serious accident happened to Mrs.
Adventures of Bobby Coon.
1918.J-B 91-18 Albion Fletcher while helping Mr. Fletcher
get a sleigii down from the scaffold. The
Knipe, Emilie Benson.
1917.
J-K 74-2 sleigh struck Mrs. Fletcher, knocking
The lost little lady.
J-K 74-1 her down breaking her hip and arm. Drs.
The lucky sixpence.
1917
Stratemeyer, Edward.
Tapley and Elmer Small were called findDave Porter under fire. 1918. J-St 8-21 ing her hip broken in the joint and arm

the

j supply the pulpit; Sunday school at noon;
j Christian Endeavor at 6.30 p. m ; evening

j

able discharge.

Rhaki. How Tredick got into
the war.
1918.

Train, Arthur.
The earthquake.
Wister, Owen.

j

;

mas.

M 17-13

Services will beheld next

the interest of personal comfort and conservation and will insure a cozy and well
heated meeting place to which all the

sleeping

Mr. Herman Perkins arrived home from
Camp Devens, having received an honor-

m.

remainder of the winter.

'lV~V

g

X

Sunday morni ing at the Baptist church at 10.45 a. m.;
Rev. E. S. Philbrook of Augusta will

|

BELFAST.

L 978-3

1918.

of the land. 1918.

i will be held at 12
I
I

i

name

James Richards and family of Swan
Lake avenue have moved to Monroe.

Porter, Gene Stratton.
Rinehart, Mary Roberts.
The amazing interlude. 1918.
Tilden, Freeman.

formed church, East Belfast, to supply
their pulpit during the winter at 10.45 a.
I
Their Sunday school
m. each Sunday.

preaching, 10:45 “The Magnified Man.”
Sunday school at 12. Sunday eveping,
preaching 7.30, “Evolution of a Great
Leader” Prayer meeting this, Thursday,
The Dorcas Guild will
evening, 7.30.
meet with Mrs. Swett on Spring street
nextTuesdav evening at 7:30. We shall
hold our regular services in the vestry,
beginning next Sunday morning, for the

.U

I3

The North church have arranged with
Rev. William Vaughan of the Trinity Re-

j

Give War Savings Stamps this Christ-

1918.

and

5c., 5c,, 10c.

2 for

THERMOS BOTTLES $2.50
LUNCH KITS, $4.00

Advent season sermon. Sunday school
at noon. All are invited to these services.

Joyce, Saturday.

EAST

L 35-4

[

an

drama, Friday.
Alice

BABY

At the Unitarian church Sunday at
a. m., Kev. A. E. Wilson will preach
on the subject “Messiahship of Jesus,”

which has lasted all these
Aided only by the young minister
turization of the famous play by AugusR f>R8 and a few friends, she finally sees love and
“An Alabaster Box,” j tus Thomas, which will mark his re-apI charity triumph in
! the Greater Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Fea- pearance in the field of motion pictures
B 396-4
of Paramount productions. The
tu.e, which will be the attraction Satur- as a star
picture was directed by Chester Withey.
day.
D 382-7
Alice Joyce, Marc McDermott, and The Augustus Thomas play loomed about
I little Aida Horton are the notable mem- the horizon of the stage in 1901 and with
William Collier in the stellar role, it
bers of the cast.i
D 66-4
Saturday’s program will also include a proved one of the greatest comedy hits
Pathe News and one of those popular ever produced in New York. It treats of
the complications which arise when RobHarold Lloyd comedies.
ert Ridgway, once dismissed from Yale
F 36-8
but now back in college endeavors to
Alice Brady, Monday.
make educational amends while suing, in
will
be
which
Silent
“Her
Sacrifice,”
a probationary sort of way, for the hand
G 465-2
shown Monday is Alice Brady’s first picof Agnes Colt who is to receive a fortune
ture as a Select star. This film has been
of twenty millions provided she marries
H 239-4 adapted from “The Red Mouse,” the suc- with the consent of her
family. The sitcessful play by H. W. J. Dam, and has
uations are most amusing. A Mack Senbeen directed by Edward Jose who
nett two reel laughest “Roping Her
achieved such signal success with Norma
Romeo” will also be shown.
H 381 Talmadge in “The Moth.”
The story of “Her Silent Sacrifice” is
shavings and they felt as if they had a
J 76
palace, as it was so much better than

M 6-3

variety of shapes

10.45

hand, if she doesn’t reveal the name of ;
the alleged co-respondent the Ledger is j
threatened with heavy damages in a suit
for criminal libel, which would mean the I
end of Joeffrey’s career as managing j
editor.
What would you do? Don’t fail to see !
the answer which Elaine Hammerstein |
gives to this thrilling and absorbing

very
years.

lives. 1918.
Oemler, Marie Conway.

Slippy McGee.
Poole, Ernest.

Bessie Barriscale, Tuesday.
Of “Patriotism” which comes Tuesday,
we quote the following from screen opinions: A totally “different” sort of war
picture, depicting in infinite detail and
with convincing effect the English view
of the conflict, it tells at the same time a
thoroughly human and natural story in
the very best manner. Judicious restraint
is depicted in the scenes depicting the
air raid and the submarine base, restraint
which gains the effect of authenticity
which elaboration would quickly have
lost. Bessie Barriscale, the most capable young lady in pictures, backed by a
picked cast, scores another triumph. It
is done in six reels and deserves the extra
footage—a clean, timely and valuable
film composition.
Mutt and Jeff and the
Current Events will also be shown Tues-

Dedicating her life and her fortune to
making right a wrong done her native
town seventeen years before by her
B 252-8 father, a noble-minded young woman is
fought at every turn by hatred of her

L 79-11

a

TOILET SOAPS.

CHURCHES

THE

finest of the season, shows the marvelous
and unexpe ted ability of Miss Nesbit as
a picture player.
Without previous experience, she wins all the honors in the
production. What she has suffered, and day.
the fact that she is asked to live again
actual scenes in her life, aid her in her
work, and enable her to show a depth of j
feeling and a strength of emotion, which
no artificial means could arouse.”

History.
Cheyney, Edward Potts.
European background of
940 C 41
1904.
American history.
The Co-respondenf, Friday
Dunning, William Archibald.
“The name of the woman is”—Ann
Reconstruction, political and
973.8 D 91 Gray, a star reporter on the Ledger sudeconomic, 1865-1877.
denly hesitates to finish the sentence,
Johnson, Alfred.
She has been assigned by the managing
records of Belfast,
Vital
editor, Joeffrey Manning, to ascertain
Maine to the year 1892.
the name of the co-respondent in a soVol. 1. Births.Bel J 62 ciety divorce case, a sensational account
of which appeared in the Ledger the day
European War.
before. Ann is in a bad predicament,
Chappie, Joseph Mitchell.
She is in love with Joeffrey, and fears
“We’ll stick to the finish!”
her romance will be nipped in the bud it
1918.940.91 C 35 she tells all she knows. On the other
Driggs, Laurence LaTourette.

occasion,

METAL HOT WATER BOTTLES $2,00; Rubber Hot Water botties $1.50, 1.75, 2.25

635 R 32

Bailey, Carolyn Sherwin.

for every

$1.50

e\

The rivers of France si
But five have a song
That hymns the fall
And the proud cast
throne.
The rive** of France, a
To sleep in the house
But the carnadined "

r

break
On the uttermost stran
Sl‘
Five rivers of France,
are writ
On a banner of crimson
»
And the glory of those

■■

Shall

■

to
nevermore cease
in 1 ll"

—H. J. M.,

■,,

1

n

^

>■— -t—ivt

s-fr-W*

Herman Perkins is at home f*om Camr

*ri »m**«»

Devens.

r

The Belfast-Bangor automobile service
was withdrawn last week after a
long and

FOR YOUR

successful

Cliristmas Gilts
Cl ina, Glass, Lamps,Cut Glass,
Hand Fainted China, Silver
Ware, Leather Goods, Alumi-

Ware,Toys, Dolls, Games,
Books, Thermos Bottles, Flash
Lights. Dinner Sets, Edison,

J

|

£

num

Columbia and Sonora Phonog»ap s and Records.
from
•v ,Kvv line of Sleds
os from 50c. to $10.00.

50c. to $5.00.

JI

|
I
t

of Christmas Cards and
I jriiest assortment
to
select from —lc. to 50c.
Belfast
in
kiets
Whether you buy or not, we
would appreciate YOUk calling to look the new goods
Yours very truly,
over.

FRED D. JONES,

I
I
I
$

|

j

*

V v.

|

Belfast.

ot

u

r rtisemen rs.

i\

Give War Savings Stamps this Christmas
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday with
Mrs. Ida E. Aborn, Cedar street.

Corp. Fred Drew, who has been at
for some time, is now at
\ Co. are advertising ! Camp Devens
n's furnishing, and home.
,r men.

The meeting of John Cochran Chapter,
milliI). A. R., assigned for last week was
|
Dec.
-eks, beginning
j postponed on account of the death of
Co. advertise their I Miss Florence Kimball and will be held
■\
forming and also j next Monday evening with Mrs. Amos
,v. jyth.
I Clement.
will have

soil

1

-iter

|

a

publishes picture

season

when John

McLaughlin

of Stockton has been operating a couple
of cars. The service this year has been
most satisfactory and will be
early another year.

opened

iiav

1).

adverties cord

1

The Eastern Steamship Co., Inc., discontinued their steamers on the line between Boston and Bangor with the trip
of last Friday. They have also discon-

Real Estate Co. offer
North port.
have Christ-

Dutch
\

tinued their boats between Portland and
Boston. The Maine Coast Company have

Machine Co. adverlatter line
for winter and the placed the Massasoit on the
e
.I begin shortly after I with two sailings weekly each way.

Store are advertising
m Christmas comfy

j

nl Bank, Waldo Trust
■• ings
Bank publish a
up adv.
K Building Associastatement of condition.

An exhibition drill by two squads of
Company F, Third Infantry, of this city
will be one of the features of the Christmas ball to be given at the Armory in

Stamps this Christmas
at

home

overseas

welt, manager of the local
i'ejepscot Pulp 'and Paper
--.v

«■:

ued Tuesday from
York.

a

busi-

irher of Searsport Ave.
serious accident last Friileassisting Mf. Fletclit he sleigh from the barn,

1 he lirst

special afternoon at the Ser-

dipped and fell, fractur- vice Club was held last
Saturday from
|
lie left fore arm just
to 4.30 p. m., when the ladies of
12.30
mint and also dislocatCompany F., of the Third Maine Regiand
fracturing the
ip
ment were guests and was a most enjoyDrs. Eugene D. Tapable affair. Tea was served by Mrs. Chas.
I were called and they
Bradbury, assisted by Mrs. H. W. Clark,
if i. tures, but consider it
Mrs. Geneva M. Mudgett and Miss Anne
me before Mrs. Fletcher
M. Kittredge. Sewing was in order and
Her sishouse again.
the hours were spent social ly.
■

■

of

1

ease

;

mday,

Jackson,arrived

Charles E. Hackett, station agent of
Eugene Fletcher came
called by the ac- the M. C. R. R. has been confined to his

span

home in the Welch house on Union street
with a compound fracture of his right
arm caused by a fall on the depot hill,

of horses attach-

sled

caused great exstreet about noon last

rv

u

Horace

them

on

was

Ralph Dyer of Thorndike is assisting at
the office during Mr. Hackett’s absence.

with the

Charlie McAuliff, the 13 year old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles McAuliff, was
before Judge M. W. Lord of the Munici-

business when

tightened and

ran from the
down the street to the

ting ton.

The pole of the

ontact with

a

telephone

mall horse attached to

a

1

1

■

by Cyrus Roberts of Swanbed. This broke the speed
all three horses and their
ontents were piled in a
street. The Robert’s horse

tty about the mouth.
e

The

injured only a little but
ggs, etc., were scattered

B’

gs

stamps

are

patriotic gifts.

I

The New Edison

receiving tomb in Grove Cemetery.
The regular December meeting of the
Belfast Board of Trade was held last Friday evening with a good attendance and
several matters relating to the interests
Belfast were discussed, particularly
the manner of taking care of the Islesboro trade this winter, which will come
to Belfast in a large measure as the boat

of

between Islesboro and Rockland will be
withdrawn this week. A committee to
nominate

a

list of officers tor the coming

year, the same to be presented at the
next meeting on the first Friday in the
month of January, was announced by
President Wescott in the following order:
Wilson Ellis, H. H. Coombs, Ralph D.
Southworth, Leroy A. Webber and Clyde
B. Holmes.
Mrs. Cecil Clay, Waldo County ChairW.
man of the Woman’s branch in the
S. S. drive has appointed the following
chairmen to assist her: 3elfast, Mrs. E.M

numsnow

Bahamas to be given by H. L. Woodcock
was deferred to Dec. 19th when it will be

1

with the name of

on
a

given at the home of Miss Frances.Chase.
Afl present were highly entertained by a
bright paper written by Mrs. A. S. Fred-

only instrument which bears the stamp of a great inventor’s
the only instrument which has been subjected to the searchof actual comparison with the artist’s living voice is

“Random Notes Across the Continent” and read by Miss Frances Chase.
The trip was made in the winter of 1891
erick

The NEW EDISON
“The

Phonograph

with

a

a party of 165 under the auspices of
the Boston Fruit and Produce Co. and
consequently the writer was privileged

makers of the New Edison assert that it RE-CREATES the
s voice or instrument with such complete fidelity that no
the RE-CREATION. Then
|lUllian ear can distinguish the artist from
proceed to prove it by subjecting the instrument to the acid test
direct comparison with the living artist. More than 1500 of these
iJ'ne 'ests have been conducted. Invariably the result proved the
r“th of this claim.
Why has no other device been subjected to this
artist

test?

Fred D. Jones, Belfast, Me.
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Comfy Slippers

|
j
lift

to enjoy many favors not accorded the
regular tourists. The route was on the
Southern Pacific and not an object of
interest in landscapes, buildings or people
escaped the eyes of this bright writer,
who has travelled extensively every winter for many years. Attention to detail
of the personnel of the party, places visited, etc., were given from notes taken
at the time to be added to her shelf travels

sKin

in

North, South, East

and West.

I
si

i

Very Special
One Hundred
Pairs Women’s

No. 116.

Crocheted

MEN’S GRAY

WOMEN’S

(COMFY

SLIPPERS

at

ONE THIRTY-FIVE

COMFY SLIPPERS

Slippers

ONE NINETEEN
Made of Dark Gray Felt with Heavy
Cushion Felt Sole.. Regular $1.50 value,
Parcel Post 6c. extra.

Owing to the war restrictions during the
past year it has been almost impossible
for the manufacturers to get felt to make
We were very forthese Comfy Slippers.
tunate in getting our orders in early, also
are able to sell them at an unusual saving.

Assorted Colors

NINETY

gg

Si
1
j-jjj

52

^

i

FIVE
CENTS

\

we are

|

new

s

•1

i"1

j

or Mr. vvooncocK

in Christmas I

| Special Values

;

eration will be a matter of record in the j
The League was obliged to go
canvass.
to Massachusetts the past year for 2,500 ;
pigs that should have been raised in |
Maine, and have also biought in to the ! |

accustomed to look each year for
and finer expressions of nature’s
beauties os they are revealed to him in
wide travels. But the fame of the painter
was enough to decide some scores to brave
the elements, and they found in the exhibition plenty to recompense them.for
the discomfort caused by the weather.
In the art room of the library there
have been arranged attractively eighteen
large framed pictures and twenty-four
sketches, the subjects being for the most
part scenes along the coast of Maine and
in the sunny island of Nassau, with a few
Dutch land and seascapes and one still
1 fe :n oil.

|

j |

A Pair

s

j

jm
( ft
:

1

(

No. 117.

ff

Women's Oxford Gray

1
j

Made of Oxford Gray Felt with Heavy
Cushioned Soles.
Parcel Post 6c. extra.

i

J
( jJO
s

f

iransrernng

the rich tropical colorings of j
the Bahamas there is ample evidence in j
many American galleries and homes—his j
genius as revealed in these works being
recognized by critics everywhere. And
in this collection lie seems to have lost
nothing of his delicacy of touch and :
i
warmth of coloring.
The peculiar vividness of the sea blues 1
and greens in those waters gives to those
pictures a distinction so marked that the
uninformed may think the coloring exaggerated; but it is all very faithful and
very beautiful. Eaststreet, Nassau, seems
to hold a peculiar charm for this painter
—the gorgeous flowering shrubs showering radiance over cream-tinted garden |
walls, the quaintly imposing gates of
mansion grounds, the picturesque roofs,
and beyond, at the street’s end, a glimpse
of the turquoise sea.
But it is in the Maine coast scenes,
chiefly in the neighborhood of Criehaven,
on the far sea isle of Matinicus, that the
Woodcock art linds its most striking expression—and, to many, its greatest sucThese are for the most part inspircess.
ing surfs, great rolling seas of livid green
rolling, crashing in upon rugged rocks,
breaking in feathery fury and boiling,
swirling in snowy confusion on the sands.
The very breath and tonic of the sea is
in these paintings, and there is about them
the suggestion of tremendous power, and
the ceaseless throb of ocean’s great pulse.
Only a man who knows and loves these
northern seas could with such fidelity
translate to canvas the green coolness
that is in the charging tides, the dull
white and rust of the aged rocks and the
dull greys and purples of warning skies
that reach away in dim distances over
the swing and heave of the waters.
There are sketches of Maine woodlands, bits of the Holland coast and other
canvases that will attract attention and
praise, for there is truth and beauty in
each of them. The entire collection is
worthy of all the good things said of it
by the visitors last night, and it should
attract all art lovers in the remaining
days of the exhibition, which run through
Dec. 14th.
to canvas

j

12

f-A FULL LINE OF BEAUTIFUL
ft

?a

f

House Moccasin Slippers

|

[j
FOR MEN, WOMEN
J
S_
(j
;

If

and CHILDREN

Comfy Slip-

pers in Plum Color

alone, in these slippers,
cost today 50c. a pair,
you can appreciate the
buying opportunity we
are giving you.

WORTH 51.25

(
;

When you stop and
consider that th 3 soles

ONE DOLLAR

s

No. 242. Women’s

~

Comfy Slippers

{jj}}

m

Soft
Very pretty, trimmed with gray.
Cushioned soles, made in the very best
possible manner, out of excellent materiWe also have the same style slipals.
per in the following colors: Sand, LavenOxford Gray,
and
der

m

Parcel Post 6c. extra.

liljj

by parcel post

order

Order any of the aftove slippers by parcel post with the distinct
understanding that if they are not? in every way as goad or better
than you expected we will gladly take them back and refund your
besides.
money, also all carrying charges

—
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THE DINSMORE STORE

I

BELFAST, MAINE.

|

|

|

<

I

|

in Men’s Desires

1

with a wealth of suggestions
\ MEN’S STORE abundantly provided
most durable, at more reasonmost
find
pleasing,
and
Boys
Men
the things that
you! will meet with

T TFRF TS

H.

able

elsewhere.

pricesta

_

of

new

Handsome assortment
$3.00 to $7.50
designs at
Shirts at
Percale
of
variety
Nice
00
and
$2
$1:00, $150

Suede Street
Gloves at $'.00, $2.50, $3.00.
Als0 B,ack and Rhaki Worsted

,,

in Holiday boxes at 75c. and $1
Also nice finish
each pair
at 35c. and 50c. per

1

Bath Robes
in nice patterns at $6.00 to $10.

Large variety of Holiday Neckwear at 50c., 75c. and $1.00.

f

Handkerchiefs
«■*». »™

»«*• Br“S’

all in pretty HOLIDAY BOXES.

N"j£ht Robes
iitgood patterns

in Outing Flan-

Men’s Suits

determining

Overcoat

«.

Umbrellas
Make good presents.

HatS
*

nel.

SL

I

Gloves gt $1 0Q to $1 5Q

pair.

Jewelry

in initial linen and silk, also

factors in building up the strength
of their children. Scott’s is a
source of nourishment and strength
that ought never be overlooked by the mother of
today who is anxious about TW
her fast-growing boy or girl. «4fc!lL

OF

Also

Men's Cn„ Links. Kni.es, S.iek
Pins in good variety.

Leather”Bags
are

CaDS

1

acceptable gifts at $7.50 to

$10.00.

*

Boys’ Suits

or

Boys’ Blouses

Overcoats

1SZVSSJStr

and shirts
- KLANNKL

.

P-CALK.

Harry W. Clark & Co.,

18-5

XMAS GIFTS,
THE STORE FOR BOYS’ and MEN’S
83 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.

I

i

For the next two weeks
December 12th
will sell my Trimmed Hats
at a (ireat Discount. A few
velour hats at 1-2 price. Silk
beaver sailors at cost. Cofne
early and have the first
choice. Terms Cash.

Wanted at Once

beginning

CHEAP FARMS.

FOR SALE.

Price 25 Cents.

L. H. FERGUSON
Chase’s Block, Main Street.

u

Mufflers
Big assortment of Silk
at 75c. to $4 00

7

scorn
EMULSION

Millinery Sale

n

Silk Hosiery

Hufflers

The Nation needs strong
and the right time to
begin to build up strong manhood. is during the growing
period of childhood. Many
mothers remember, with keen
satisfaction, the days when

\ Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.

o

undressed

Neckwear

men

of the

fMen’sIfulllfashioned

Gloves
Men’s

■

*

Strong Men

was one

H

[Hosiery

Silk Shirts

on

with

Soul.’’

1

s

Sons of Veterans, Fred A. Seward, Frank
O Whiting, D. Allen Webber and Harvey
The remains were placed in the
Foust

here are many sound reproducing devices about the merit of
;
strong assertions are made. There is but one which has ever

IU|(‘
“g

;

orders with which she was connected.
The floral display was abundant and beautiful. The bearers were members of the

Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson; although a
ber were detained on account of the

lere(l to PROVE the truth of its claims.
1

jlso

the market. There
great inventor.

reproducing devices

i

p. m., Rev. William Vaughan officiating.
The grade schools were closed during the
hour, and their flag were at half-mast
while the tehehers and pupils attended.
There were
delegations from all the

storm. Mr. Wilson gave the religious intelligence, and only routine business matThe paper on the
ters were discussed.

ere are many sound
1 '»ne
which is associated

j

this county in the past year under the
direction of Capt. Orrin J. Dickey. There
will be other speakers in this city until
the closing night of the campaign on the
The speakers have
24th of December.

There were 21 members present at the
meeting of the Unitarian Alliance held
last Thursday at the home of Rev. and

TO REMEMBER ABOUT

|

vice of the Ked Cross” in one of tfle
closing addresses of the Four-Minute
Campaign which has been carried on in

pal Court Monday and sentenced to serve
Hall; Belmont,Miss Edith Bryant; Brooks,
a term at the State Reform School at
Miss Ruth Streeter; Burnham, Mfs. F. P.
Cape Elizabeth. Charlie has been lenientShaw; Frankfort, Mrs. Frank Pierce;
ly dealt with on many minor offences
Freedom, Mrs. Annie Murch; Islesboro,
and in several cases where circumstantial
Mrs. Jos. A. Pendleton; Jackson, Mrs.
evidence indicated his guilt in breaking
Laura Chase; Knox, Mrs. E. T. Bessey;
and entering. On this occasion he acLiberty, Mrs. Belle Knowlton; Lincolnknowledegd entering the store of Swan
ville, Miss Fannie Clayter; Monroe, Mm.
Sev& Whitten and also the creamery.
Geo. Palmer; Montville, Mrs. Chester
eral other boys were concerned, but are
Cushman; Morrill, Mrs. T. N. Pearson;
on probation. He was taken to the school
Northport, Mrs. Henry Hills; Palermo,
Monday by City Marshal M. R. Knowlton.
Mrs. Chas. Black; Prospect, Mrs. Lester
War Savings Stamps are patriotic gifts. How; Searsmont, Mrs. Geo. Kelso; Searspor.t, Miss Harriet Roulstone; Stockton,
Mrs. Walter Trundy; Swanville, Mrs. A.
T. Nickerson; Thorndike, Mrs. Richard
Higgins; Troy, Mrs. J. L. Bagley; Unity,
Mrs. Gertrude Conners; Waldo, Mrs C.
W. Shorey; Winterport, Mrs. ueo. Cole

rWO POINTS
5

Minute address at the Colonial Theatre
on Saturday evening on the “Home Ser-

The funeral of Florence M. Kimball
at 1
was held at the North church Friday

urgently needed at
once for the wounded men in hospitals
and for men in camps awaiting demobilization. The books needed, mostly fiction, are on the bookshelves of the
American public. The best Christmas
gift you can give is a book for a wounded soldier. Take it to the public library
for Library War Service.

Savings
Stamps

;

j

j

Court: Justice Charles J. Dunn of Orono

are

^

I I

|

audience during the war.

More books

War

Savings
Stamps

|

year’s Waldo County Supreme Judicial

Tnesday in September.

furlough
in the Navy.

on a

Buy

buy
War

j

been interesting and they have brought
the large
new thought and subjects to

the 3rd Tuesday in April and Justice
Luere B. Deasy of Bar Harbor for the 4th

Mrs. Clement
of a real Santa Claus.
the commitW. Wescott is chairman of
Mrs. Charles
tee and will he assisted by
R. Coombs, Mrs. Fred A. Johnson, Mrs.
Wilmer J. Dorman, Mrs. Ben Hazeltine,
A. David,
Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mrs. John
Mrs. George R. Doak and Mrs. S. S. L.

Belfast. Sergeant Albert H. Morse wi'j
and beef cattle. It
have charge of the drill. There will also State about 600 sheep
1 also
demonstration
farms
to
to
open
be
plans
concert
a
be
program
given by
j
and one of 3,000 acres is already in Cum- j
Dean’s Orchestra of Camden.
The government will
beriand county.
j
Mrs. Charlotte Applin and Mrs. Annie
provide farms for returned soldiers and j
M. Frost of this city were in Augusta the
conditions consider j
certain
will
under
past week to attend the annual session of
other applications after the soldiers are j
the Maine Woman’s Christian TemperMaine in the past has raised
cared
for.
j
Mrs Frost, who is State
ance Union.
onlytf bout one-quarter of what she con- ,
Mission
Flower
and
Relief
the
ot
Supt.
The Belfast League organized j
sumes.
work, gave her annual report. Mrs. Frost
|
with Mrs. Cecil Clay, president; Mrs. C.
has returned home, but Mrs. Applin went
W. Wescott, vice president; Miss Alice I. j
visit
relatives.
to
to Portland
®
Whitten, secretary and treasurer.
Roy C. Fish, local representative of the
2}
Belfast’s well known artist, Hart L ! i®
E. A. Strout Farm Agency, has during
the past week sold the Loren Small farm Woodcock is in Bangor at present with j j •it
in Swanville to George F. Wall of Water- some of his Maine coast pictures and'the \
town, N. Y., who will take possession at News says of the exhibit opening:
Stormy weather kept many ewayfrom t
once, the Hiram Hustus homestead in
in the Public Library build- \
Monroe to Lewis D. Fjost of Boston, the exhibition
ing last night, under the auspices of the J
and the Herbert E. Bradman place in
Bangor Society of Art, of water color
East Belfast to Gage & Collins, who will paintings by Hart L. Woodcock, that rare j|
put a portable saw mill there this winter Maine genius of the brush whose works (
have won so large a vogue and to whom ;
for use in their lumber business.

George I. Keating, Clerk of Courts, has
received the following a nnouncement of
the assignments of judges for the next

for the term beginning Tuesday,Jan. 7th;
Justice John A Morrill of Auburn for

given
There will
church Dec. 24th at 4 p. m.
the direction
be a Christmas tree under

Forty-second Infantry at Camp
Devens has been ordered to Camp Upton
N. Y., for guard duty and expect to be’ Shute.
there all
detained
winter or longer.
Mrs. Florence A. Warner of Fortland,
Among the members are William H. the director of' the Maine Agricultural
Dickey of Belfast and William Dickey and Industrial League, was in Belfast last
of Northport.
Wednesday and addressed a number of
Walter Mitchell, who has been in the
women interested in the State’s foqd surmerchant marine service during the war,
It is the purpose of the League to
vey.
has been released and has resumed bis canvass the city and county with the induties as clerk at the local office of the
tention of ascertaining what food prodPejepscot Pulp and Paper Company. ucts are raised, what is consumed at
what canned
Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw, assisted by
home, what marketed,
Miss Mabel Swett, has been substituting for winter use. Many minor, but not
during his absence.
less urgent questions in regard to co-opThe

The Charles W. Stanford, the new fourin
Electric Co. tells masted schooner recently launched
!
problem by giving Brewer and hailing from Bangor, was
towed here Sunday and docked at Lewis’
is attention to the large
wharf, where she will be rigged and have
is on display at the her sails bent.
It was thought advisable
uium
Liu;
nisi
vv usuu
Kev. A. ill.
to bring her here on account of the ice
Main street, advertises
tarian church gave an interesting Fourconditions in Bangor.

■seek.

church
The children of the Unitarian
Christmas party at the
a

will be

Inquire of
i

F. M. or WALTER DUTCH.

I have a ready market for all the cheap
farms I can find. Do not object to going
any distance from town and am not particular as to condition of buildings. Write
now, gving full description of property,
also location and lowest price, or call at
my office and talk it over.
Address,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
E. A. Strout Farm Agency,
62 Main St., Belfast, Maine.

Wood Lot for Sale.
Situated in Northport, on the Nelson
road, and cornprisingsome nineteen acres,
easy

of

access.

A line location for fire

wood, within four miles of Belfast and
Offered at a bargain. Apeasy hauling.
ply to Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate
Company, Belfast, Maine._2w50_

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASX OR I A

Thanksgiving guests of Mr. and

Mrs.

NAME

W. G. Rowell.

Pure

and Mrs. J. F.

be overcome unless the bowels are
An impure condition of the blood cannot
To build up the system, so permaleast.
at
a
once
day,
made to move freely,
the digestion.
nent benefit, will result, it is necessary to improve
Atwood
“L.
F.”
Medicine, for
true
the
We strongly recommend
bowels. It tones
its ingredients act upon the stomach, liver and
their functions
thoso organs to new activity so that they perform
and unclean matter. Take a
and throw off all

The ending of the war has
made unnecessary the continuation of intensive training for soldiers at the colA general order
and universities.

ing Corps.

has been issued for. rapid demobilization
at all institutions having contracts with
t he War Department. It is expected that

—

of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey

a

few days

recently.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. W. N. York in Monroe,
Nov. 29th.
29th

Nov.

The Martin school closed
with appropriate exercises. Several visitors

were

present.

Mrs. Elizabeth Robbins has been seriously ill and her daughter, Mrs. B. C.
Ames of Orono, spent several days with

Miss Laura Jones of Brooks spent the
Thanksgiving recess with Miss Mildred
Curtis.

Mrs. N. J. Curtis entertained the Lucky
Day Whist club, Nov. 27th. Mrs. Bertha
Nealley was awarded first prize, Mrs.
Emma
and
Annie Durham, second,
Twombly, third.
Mrs. Eddie Littlefield entertained five

Mark Chase who came from Camp
Devens on a brief furlough, spent Tha nksW.
giving with the family of his uncle, C.

ceived.

superintendent of schools

the
in Monson, joined Mrs. Hebar 1 at
home of her parents for Thanksgiving,

returning Saturday morning.
Among those who entertained family
Hon.
on Thanksgiving day were

parties

and Mrs. C. M. Conant, L. A. White and
family, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bickford
and Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey.

Several families from this vicinity attended the Red Cross entertainment and
dance in Monroe Thanksgiving evening.
A beautiful silk quilt was sold by ticket
and

was

drawn by Mrs. Gertrude Robert-

son.

Mrs. Gertrude Robertson and her pua
pils at West Winterport presented

Thanksgiving program Friday afternoon,
Nov. 29th. The exercises follow: Singing, America, by the school; reading,
Thanksgiving proclamation, by Lucy
recitaParker; reading, Mildred Conant;
tions by Juanita Fields, Kelsey Clements,
LittleEugene Marden, Ella bolan, Thola
Ernest Bolan,
Clements,
Kermit
field,
Helen Clements, Lucy Shields, Mildred

Cross was

a

success, 42 dollars was

W.

a

N.

will be needed.

Give

week.

spent

vacation in Bangor.
ThanksAgnes Billings of Bangor spent
giving with Miss Geneva Curtis.
F. F. Palmer]returned|to Commonwealth
30th.
Pier, Boston, Saturday, Nov.

I

$100

Bears the Signature of
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For Over 30 Years

The demand for educat-

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Perry have gone
to Waterville for the winter.

I
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problems and

even

Christmas, thar most

inspire appreciation

■

Royal Flying Forces,

posed nation-wide

Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Griffin of Pawere
lermo, and E. P. Rowell of Freedom,

»

ext.

1

].~,i

Old Town is the first ;
tion to take definite a.
A city or
shevism.
framed, to be passed as

by

a

Supreme

court

j

i-

“No person shall exh,’

-.

expose upon, or in, a
park or way, or in or

or

property within the linn
Old Town, any banner,
symbol or device having

)
r

|

I

I
j

intent the encourage:’.
to the constituted Gov.,State of Maine or of
under penalty of a line
$10 or more than $100 f.

or

:!

nl

of making gifts to your triends that
At this holiday time you have an opportunity
them
every day in the year.
will open their eye to labor savers and delight
Problem will have become a Positive
Thus what might have been a Perplexing
over the years ct faithful serPleasure, a pleasure not quickly ending, but extending
vice

■

|[

r?
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Visit Our Electric

|

TILLS ON THE MllVS

L

these'appliances render,

Shop

-J
■t

|

I
\

J

3

1

PENOBSCOT BAY ELECTRIC CO. Di

j
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Belfast People Have I
Be Inn

1

_

1

The strain of overwork
ened kidneys. The hurt
business men, the heavy
ing of workmen, the worncares, tend to weaken an
neys until they can no
poison from the blood ar.
suffers from the waste n
Weakened kid
mulates.
assistance. Doan’s Kid:
pared especially for we

tired, worn-outbacks

merit in thousands of
vincing proof of their
citizen’s statement.
Mrs.

t_. ^

m:
w

v. unninj'ii.i.

Belfast, says: “Last w :
with grip and and aftnoticed that my kidney.'

)

Mv back ached and l go'
dress myself and many
my housework go undoi
came over me and 1 w
down, as it seemed to o
I was vei>
time being.
went to the Old Cornu
got Doan’s Kidney Pi!o
this medicine r
use of
trouble entirely and I an
of health.”
Price 60c. at aii deal*
ask for a kidney ren

w-

Rejoice

an

1,;
mail service, Capt
will have machines \v!m !■
ton and a half of mail at
freight and parcel post

£

of the giver ?

u

of 22 minutes above t ...
Thanksgiving dinner w
Among the gut
persons.
Benn Lipsner, superinUi
mail service, and Allan !;
gustus Post and other of-;.
Club of America. Speak

f

The Best Gift of All

°

At the first
a cold take

Standard cold remedy for 20 year*—in tablet
form—safe, sure, no opiates—breaks up a cold
in 24 hours—relieves grip in 3 days. Money
back if 11 fails. The genuine box has a Red top
with Mr. Hill's picture. At All Drug Stores.

...

12.10 the
Handley Page machine
control of Capt. E. H

Give Something Electrical

(J

cascara|$ quinine

m

coming.”

Look out for Spanish Influenza.
of

■

field at

the

joy-

j

service flag.

The first aerial baiuju

War Savings Stamps this Christ-

sign

Banquet

I the United States air
I tween New York, Philaih
ington. A few mmut.
I plane, in charge of Pilo- M...

....

the heart, and

Aerial

held Thanksgiving Da
2,800 feet above the new

T'HE happiest of occasions.brings
1 ous of holidays, has the gift problem.
a positive pleasure is imagination
One of the essentials for making the gift problem
__t0 imagine yourself in the recipient’s place.
satisfaction to the soul, warmth to
what kind of a gift will brighten the eye, bring
its

=

Union Harvest Grange will give an entertainment, dance, and supper on the
evening of December 13th, to buy a town

An

| The Gift Problem

_

M. M. Wentworth has been home from
Kingman for a few days.

You Will

K

simllatio'ii’Vn

__

mas.

of Mr. and Mrs. P.

her

Reward

$100

a
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re-

Miss Finis Morang is back from a visit
Beatrice
Conant, Edith Bolan, Dale Dyer,
with her parents in Appleton.
Littlefield and George Bolan; exercise,
George Knewlton of Vassalboro was
Americans, by the school.
an over Sunday guest of Mr. and Mrs. E.
A. Foy, recently.
MONROE.
Pembroke Carter and Miss Susie Braley
of Belfast were recent week-end guests
ThanksMiss Florence Twombly spent
C. Allen.

giving in Bangor.
Miss Jessie Cunningham

During the fiscal year 1913, tne last

B

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, pai^
It contains n.
iti,,
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
narcotic substan.-o. h/
Onlum, Morphine nor other
in
constant
us,
has
been
It
,„n,'
more than thirty years
M ind < <>!.«•
in^
relief of Constipation, Flatulency,
t!u,
arising
Feverishness
Diarrhoea: allaying
and Bowels, aids u„. *|
Stomach
the
and 1>V regulating
na ui al
Food; ^‘ving heai thy andI m
Mother s
ud,
Panacea—The
Children’s
The

Castoria is

j

Foy is home from Westboro,
a

alone.

fjj

for infants and mnmren.

tb|f JJ?uld

|

long illness.

Mass., for

j

in

Surfaces

Gertrude Robertson drew the ed men and women will surely be greatParents
silk quilt, Percy Grant the cotton, Helen er than at any time in the past.
having sons or daughters in college should
Twombly the rug.
make a great effort to keep them there.
Word was received Nov. 28th that
College boys discharged from the army
was killed in action
Plummer
Corp. Guy
should be induced to re-enter college.
the
to
extended
is
Oct. 15th. Sympathy
For further information, write Robert J.
parents in the death of their only son
Aley, President.
and also to the sister. In the death of
another
adds
gold
Corp. Plummer. Monroe
|
Eastport, Dec. 4. The sardine season
star to her service flag making six of her for the
year 1918 closed Saturday night
sacrithe
made
supreme
have
who
in a blaze of glory, as the factories were
boys
run
to
full
capacity up to the lasrt minute
flee.
for packing sardines. On Monday the
work of preparing the factories for the
winter commenced. In a few days about
CfcNTfcK MUNIVILLfc.
all the teams used for trucking sardines
and sardine supplies are to be sent to the
Norman C. Jones is ill with influenza.
woods for the winter and peace and quietMrs. W. D. Tasker has returned from ness will reign supreme in the Island City
as there will be absolutely no employment
Waterville.
for the working people until next spring.
Miss Aurelia Luce has been home from On
Monday about 75 people left here on
Belfast for a week.
the mornmg and afternoon trains to seek
through the winMrs. Emma A. Bowler died Nov. 28th, employment elsewhere
after

j

up with re-

under a Republican administration, the 1
will be
The readers of this paper
total amount paid out by the government
and Expenses," pleased to learn that there is ®t least one
“Salaries
December
under
the
item
executed
be
by
will
this order
has been
for Ihe executive proper, and the 10 de- dreaded disease that science
and that is
21st.
!
partments of the government, State able to cure in all its stages
Resumption of Regular Work at the Treasury, War, Navy, Interior, Post catarrh. Catarrh being greatly influenced
conUniversity. All regular courses at the Office, Agriculture, Commerce, Labor, by constitutional conditions requires
Hall s Catarrh
or about
treatment.
stitutional
and
was
§14,456,918,
resumed
at
Justice,
University of Maine will be
and acts,j
less than is now paid to this Medicine is taken internally
of the second term, De- $2,500,000
the
j
thru the Blood on the Mucous
single bureau.
Students doing satisfactory |
c ember 30th.
thereby destroying the ;
This will give the taxpayers of this of the System,
the
p
giving
the
will
the
disease,
of
year
w ork for the remainder of
country a rather illuminating conception foundation
building up the consti- |
receive credit for a year's work. This ^ of what the Democratic spoils system tient strength by
assisting nature in doing its
tution
and
under
is accomplishing in Washington,
so much
means that seniors may be graduated in !
The proprietors have
cover of war, for these bureaus are being work.
of Hall s <-aJ une, and that members of other classes
curative
powers
the
faith
in
the
without
jammed full of office-holders
One Hun- j
promoted to the succeeding slightest regard to qualifications, except tarrh Medicine that they offer
may be
fails to
dred Dollars for any case that its
connections.
will
unite
that
students
Democratic
and
have
they
c lasses.
Faculty
been been cure. Send for list of testimonials.
has
board
The
civil
service
two
next
in the endeavor to make the
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, ;
rendered absolutely innocuous.—Kenne75c.
terms the best in the history of the in- bec Journal.
j Ohio. Sold by all Druggists,

stitution.
of Miss Athene’s little friends Nov. 26th
While the
The Need of Education.
!
in honor of her fifth birthday. Games
of
war was on, it was the patriotic duty
were played, refreshments of cocoa and
win it.
every one to prepare and to help
cake were served.
It is now no less a patriotic duty to pre1
The dance and food sale given Thanks- pare for the readjustments necessary to
Knowledge and skill
night for the benefit of the Red enduring peace.

giving

W. E. Hebard,

are

daughter.

her.

Nealey.

j

pile

manner

beginning

extended to Mr.
and Mrs. Lester Bailey on the birth of a

Congratulations

to

j

leges

—

Mrs. Mary Haley spent the holiday with
M. A. Haley and family in Monroe.
Isaac Cook of Monroe was the guest

M.

Demobilization of Student Army Train-

impure
naturally,
skin will clear, appetite
teaspoonful morning and night, your
be glad you bought
and
you’ll
revive;
spirits
return, strength
the L. F.
this genuine “L. F.” remedy, price 50 cents, made by
Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

WHITE’S CORNER. Winterport.

Ramsay._

DEMOBILIZATION AT U. OF

Waldo County Hoapital

The Waldo County General Hospital
which will ask the legislature for an appropriat Wash- ation of $2,000 for each of the years 1919
the War Risk Insurance Bureau
j
in- and 1920 for maintenance and $750 for ;
allotments,
soldiers’
ington handles
new
and
on
building
mismanagement permanent repairs
expense
surance, etc. The official
equipment. The total estimated
of this bureau has assumed the propor- of the institution is $7,455 for the year
It has been
1920. The
tions of a national scandal.
1919 and $6,630 for the year
the institution were
discovered that this bureau employs 14,- total expenses of
the year 1917 and $6,650.00
With a salary averaging $6,351.34 for
000 persons.
that the
for the year 1918. It is expected
not less than $100 per month to each per- sum of $4,500 will be received from pa- t
two
son employed in the b“re®ui
tients during each of the coming
<
mean a monthly payroll of $1,400 000 or
Kennebec Journal.
years.—The
^[
for
clerk
hire
nearly $17,000,000 annually

Complaint* continue
gpect to the inefficient

Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Clement of Pittsfield have been guests of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Clement, and Mr.

lood

TTyOURSELF.

in

Kidney Pills—the sam
ningham had. Foster-M
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N Y.

MAINE’S TRIUMPH

N

Probate

EXECUTRIX’S NOTH I
hereby jgives notice tha: •?-

appointed

\

executrix of tb«

>

late of

contribute

seeming impossibilities,
her quota to all the stupendous war measures
to

over

that

our

National Government has found

necessary to enact.

gratified, always,

Unconditional
humanity to yield
Surrender, thereby assuring peace and
to an

'

prosperity

K

And when

to

all

our

peoples
boys

will be sincere, for you can truthfully
feel that by your own generous giving in
relief work and your own buying to your
full limit, of War Savings Stamps and

come

Liberty Bonds,

that your
hands and your money have aided in compelling the most powerful enemy of

You will be

of all nations.

come

back your wel-

SIMEON F. ELLIS,
in the County of Waldo, o
bonds as the law directs A
demands against the esta
are desired to present the sai-

you have

helped

all indebted thereto

an

j\

%

j

are

payment immediately.

\

•'•

HAN*1
Stockton Springs, Nov. 12

j

Nt

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

scriber hereby gives noti.
-s
duly appointed administrate
CAROLINE E. GILMOR1

them to

fight and to return in safety and good health.

j

County of Waldo, d»»

in the

..

•*

A
the law directs
against the estatt
desired to present the
and all indebted the

bonds

as

demands
,

,

are

haw: delayed
doing all you could, remember that mm
But if

^

or some reason

ment,

you

to make

"AM^pf

all you possibly can afford
you 11 never regret it.

buy,

j
^

j

Belfast, Me., Nov. 12, ltfif

CONSERVATOR’S NOI

TODAY
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS TODAY
to

payment immedian

er

hereby gives notice tha:

appointed

and

conservator of

i

the

j

e

ALBION F. MITCH ELI
in the County of Waldo ai"
All person h
the law directs.
A
against the estate of said
are desired to present the san
and all indebted thereto art
payment immediately,
EFFIE M »
Belfast, Me Sept. 10, 191*

j
I

|i
1

CONSERVATOR’S NOTH''1
hereby gives notice that
<
conservator of the
WILLIAM OLIVER o' 1
K
in the County of Waldo, and
the law directs. All peison-

If You’ve Done Your Part

|

j

er

appointed

1

v"!

against the estate ol said
desired to present the same
and all indebted thereto are reqi"

j
\

i

'I

payment immediately.

yK K 0i

Moniville^Me., Nov. 12, 191*
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
•criber hereby gives
duly appointed administratrix
la1'
MARSHALL J. NELSON,

to Put Maine “Over the

Waldo Trust

Top” in War Savings Stamps by City National Bank,

Company and Belfast Savings Bank

m

f,i‘

<|

Count, of Waldo.
■
All P
bond! u the lew directs.
o
demands against the estate »
(,r
the
are desired to present
u
ment, end ell indebted thereto
to make payment
nEuu‘''
in the

Patriotically Contributed

.,,

immediately^

Palermo, Me.. Not. 12.1®18-
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* BUMPER YIELD OF POTATOES

\

PERFECTION

OIL HEATERS

A ‘Triangle

Proper Warmth

for

ff

Trade Mark

Baby

A Perfection Oil Heater is just what is
needed to keep the children comfortable
and free from colds.

I

Perfection Oil Heaters are made to carry
about conveniently. You can warm room
after room, just as needed. No coal to
carry; no ashes; no smell or dirt.
SO-CO-NY OIL is true economy fuel.
One gallon gives you eight hours glowing
warmth.
Buy a Perfection Oil Heater today at any hardware or general store and drive out fall
This field in Aroostock county, Maine, averaged 551 bushels tg the acre. It
received 2,000 pounds of fertilizer per acre. The money spent in fertilizer proved to be a gilt-edge investment.

SPINDLY SPROUTS OF POTATO
It

forces lmd recaptured the town of Hotnbleux, France,
able to retrieve the valuables they had burled In order
Photograph shdvvs a
t1h> thieving hands of the Huns.
ilu ll- belongings stored in a barrel and buried

\
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nW\\'VII le.
returned from
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Doctors

a

and

v

Miss Annie

!

sit'' v list,

if i
<

has returned from

a

Ponds bringing

a

Bl
if

in of Bangor was
Mrs. A. E. Cunning-

t;r
:

from

the Red

grange

hall the

f’d
:

ving.

x.

f

went to GreenHoli in gswor th &
urned and is in the
viai

Littlefield.

p

;

who worked

r

\ he town

of Swan-

tiave the following
be no question
gave and how the

1

may
.!«e

;

Mr. and Mrs. C.
Via Evans, 25c; Mr.
M:. and Mrs. L. E. McMrs. J. A. Marden,

\

f-«i.

Marden, 50c;
Nickerson, 50c; Mr.

K. R.
K

Hi ark,

50c; Mr. and
Vlro

....

Frprl

Merry Administer, 50c;
J Walker, 50c; Mrs.

50c; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M.

.ii,

nd Mrs R. C. Thayer,
E. E. Maddocks, 35c;
D. Harts*
50c; Mr.
Chase, 25c; Mrs. L.

M.

Mrs. Sarah A. Crock-

Nickerson, 50c; Mr.

U

Mr. W.

E.

Damm,

•ai.ey, 25c; Mr. A. T.
and Mrs. E. H.

25c; Mrs. Ray
E/ra Beals, 50c; Mr.
Harriet Knowlton,
m Murphy, 50c; Mr.
50c; Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ben Knowlton,
'ulliver, 25c; Mrs. Caroldora Littletield, 50c;
White, 50c; Miss
a
?l;Mr. J. O. PatterW. Damm, 50c; Mr.
Robertson, *1; Mrs. Ida
Mrs. A. D. Moody,
B Nickerson, 50c;
-i
n, 25c; Mrs. Perlie
Mrs. Wallace Gray,
Berry, 50c; Mr. Willis
Herman Bacheldar, 75c.
Bridge, $1; Mrs. Hari dal, *29.65.
Paid for
■■
service flag, $6; paid
iias, 25c; postage on five
fiu I gold star, 10c; paid
id mstage on same 33c;
r services, $2.15; paid
s, $1,80. Total, *23.28.
7 Mrs. Walker turned
die chapter of the Red
eiisey,

i

E-

1

iks

■

due Mrs. Walalso the Brown

are

arid
■

the pole, the Thayer
place for it and Mr.

ii

1

son

!toi

of

Success

!
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i
They May Be Due to Disease, op to
j
Poor Seed Stock, but Are a Source

Milton who put

1

|

i

owls

Murphy entertained

‘'anksgiving.
Arthur Doliber entertain1 i anksgiving.

Dec. 2, the ther-

!
'•

]
'i

)

above zero.

after

"‘^Riving,

short furlough
returned to Fort
a

1

A soothing, healing Anodyne that |
speedily stops suffering. Wonder- S
i fully effective for Coughs, Colds, P
Throat, Cramps, Chills, ft
Jjj Grippe, Sore
and many other
|ri Sprains, Strains,
jgS
common ills.
3 For more than a century humanity’s best g

'an

filing

a

Buren’s letter
of thank-

feehng

a great deal of
doctor* for catarrh
ai>d at times have
B‘v« »P “y
‘did n“;K for ^t0
days. For years
k«»w what • well day
SM
I
!fcit
'.annot help but feel
M I n“n|d not be aUye to-day
Induced to try
•i!t’jiia
0L.been
Sl* bottle* of Peruaa
*’*"»
a ^ell
WOBU."
V.

?f the
f*tn

hs-vo?lfe}'ea
a„a‘

|;j||

U

STOVES

fi ‘Triend in Weed” f
AND

BELFAST
Walter Nickerson of Belfast has been
for his

the machinery

mill.

saw

Mrs. George Walker of Monroe was the
week-end guest of her (laughter, Mrs. E.
A. Littlefield.

Henry Cunningham of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ar-

and Mrs.

Mr.

Brooks were
thur Ellis Dec. 1.

The Christmas membership dues in the
Bed Cross will be collected between now

II

■

n

--

Mrs. Caroline Marr and Mrs. Flora Littlefield spent Thanksgiving in Frankfort
at the home of Charles Grant.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Littlefield and family spent Thanksgiving in Waldo at the
home of their mother, Mrs. Sarah Littlefield.
E. H. Littlefield had the misfortune to
sprain his foot badly while yarding logs
on the White lot, but is able to use it a
now.

Mrs. Ed. Stevens, who has been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stevens and
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McKeen for several
weeks, returned to her home in Mass.
Dec. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. David Moody, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Moody and two children, Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Robertson, Mr. and Mrs.
H. P. White spent Thanksgiving day at

Seed costs money,
money than
ever.
Fertilizer will nest spring be
short in quantity, labor will be hard to
get. Seed stock should be of highest
quality in order to assure profitable
returns on the investments in land,

you must have for a wartime potato
crop (or, for that matter, an after-tlieAnd what is just
war crop either).
as important, you can’t make up for
the loss hy adding more fertilizer. For
one thing you probably can’t get the
fertilizer in any larger quantity than

SEED GIVING THE POTATO CROP A
QUICK START

makes the sprouts grow thick, tough
and sturdy, makes the crop earlier and
increases yields.
When the potato tops are from six
to eight inches high put on a second
dose of fertilizer, applied alongside the
The roots are then getting weil
row.
started and available plant food put
where they can get it keeps them

One of the most discouraging things
for the potato grower is the long delay which comes right after the potatoes are planted.
Some weeds are ready to start right
“off the bat.” In their root stalks they
have saved up plant food for just this
The potato, however, it
emergency.
not a good forager, and too often a delay in getting a quick start means a
partial or total crop failure. The most
important plant food in the early
spring is ammonia—the stem and leaf
producer. At the time of year when
potatoes are planted, the soil is still
cold. It has just been leached by the
winter’s rains and is low in available
plant food. Even when manure is applied to a cover sod and turned under,
use of ammonia in fertilizer—from 2
to 3 per cent—is a most profitable

growing.

practice.

let seed potatoes sprout in
storage. Every inch of sprout means
so much strength gone and diminishes
by just this much the ability of the
seed pieces to produce quick, sturdy
growth in tlie early spring.
the
For
potatoes,
early
very
wherever small areas are to be planted, spread the seed potatoes out in the
warm sunlight or in a light unheated
room in a dwelling house, some three
weeks before planting time. This

a

THIS

SANDYPOINT.

NOW

a

few days.

6.45

Belfast, depart,
Citypoint,
Waldo,
Brooks,
Knox,
Thorndike,
Unity,

Winnecook,

Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,
Clinton,
Fairfield,

Waterville,
Portland,
Boston, p.

m

1.10
tl.15

t6.50
t7.01
7.14

tl-26

17.29

tl-57

7.36
7.45

2.10
2.20

47.57

t2.32

8.05
12.40
8.29
c8.39
8.45
11.45
3.30

2.40
5.40

3.20
5.55
9.25

a.m.

9.00

7.15

12.40

10.40

3.40
2.24

Portland,
6.50
6.40
6.57
7.09
8.35

Fairfield,

10.48
10.58
11.15

_§

ing High school in Bangor, speni the holiday at her home here.
Edward Clifford and family who lived

m

DOING

in another part of the town have moved
into A. A. Staples’ house.

ever

came

LATER H
I.

1

--

MAINE

—-

ITEMS.

The Public Safety Committee and the
Woman’s Section of the State Council of

For Years
Did Not
Know a
Well Day
Mr*. Mattie A. TaaBana, 17
Grand
Highland
St,
Rapids,
Mich., Fast Commander Talley
City Hive, I* O. T. M.

U«ald

er

Tablet Fen*

|

i

i

Influenza at the U. of M.
a

new

The Fhrice-a-Week Edition

BELFAST. MAINE.

New York World in 1919

in Orono the town board of health has

again forbidden public assemblage and
the schools, churches and places of

The International Paper Co. has six
steamers that are to come from the Great
Lakes region by the way of the St. Lawrence to somewhere in the Provinces,
where they will load pulp wood to be discharged in Portland for them. This is

ers

bringing pulpwood

distsnce.

amusement were

closed Dec.

4.

Over

100 cases of influenza were reported in
town and two of the public school teach-

have died within

a

few days.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

be refilled at any
in drug supplies on hand at all times.

can

TRUCKING
I

am

prepared

to do all

kinds of tr icking,

cern.

126

>Valdo

Avenue, Belfast.

WANTED;
every descripSECOND
tion.
Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,
HAND

GOODS of

etc. Antique furniture a specialty. If you
have anything to sell drop me a postcard and
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H .COOMBS.
Corner Wishington and Bridge Streets,
Tel. 253 5
Belfast, Maine.

I

Practically
No Other
Gives

so

Daily

a

of

a

at

the Price

Weekly.

Newspaper

in the World

Much at

Low

so

a

Price.

The value and need of a newspa-.
per in the household was never
greater than at the present time. We
have been forced to enter the world
war, and a mighty army of ours is
already in France fighting great battles and winning magnificent victories. You will want to have all the
news from our troops on European
battlefields, and 1919 promises to be
the most momentous year in the history of the world.
No other newspaper at so small a
price will furnish such prompt and
accurate news of these world-shaking events. It is not necessary to

I

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE

Dissolved in water for douches stops I
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam- I
mation. Recommended by Lydia E. *

Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh.
sore throat and sore eyes. EconomicaL I
Has extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power. I
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by [
^znau. The Paxton Toilet Company, Boston, Mae. J

|

DR. W. t). LIBBY,
DENTIST,
Misonic Temple,

Belfast

Me

say more.

The Thrice-a-Woek World’s regular subscription price is only $1.00
per year, and this pays for 156 papers.
We offer, to all who pay in advance,
this unequalled newspaper and The
Republican Journal together for one
year for $2 50. The regular subscription price of the two papers is $3.00.
Address, The Republican Journal

3w50

Publishing Company.

Belfast Savings Bank
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 6,503, issued by this bank, has
been lost and application has been made for
a duplicate book according to taws regulat-

ing issuing

new

books.

W1LMER J.

TO LET

DORMAN,

Treasurer.

Belfast, Dec. 3, 1918—3w49

OH LOOK!

A TENEMENT OF FIVE PLEASANT
with city water, toilet and garage.
Apply to
rooms

48tf_CITY

new

Probate! practice
2ft

M.

prescriptions
proprietor and
time. Everything

firm’s

OF THE

outbreak of influenza

Defence have disbanded, their records
have been sent to the State Library and
their offices in the Blaine Mansion have
been vacated. These rooms will be occupied by the Adjutant General’s Corps.

some

*

former

ceive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.

Attorney at Lav

D.

Owing to

the

Wanted.

WE HAVE EVER OFFERED

1

lj

THIS

Saturday morning, Dec. 2nd, eleven
sacks of mail came here on the nine
o’clock train, the largest that

|,

All

carefully filed by the

S^IAW.

best Clubbing Offer

1

AVOID W'

cently.

Main Street, next Webber Shoe Store

3.58
4.15

WHEREAS,

sourt'
*AVE
8*\C>

WILLIAM A. BANKS, Prop..

SEAMEN

13.47

George P. Blethen of Thorn*
dike, in the County of Waldo and State
Maine, by hie mortgage deed dated the twen- I
ty-aecond day of April, A, D 1913, and recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book
295, Page 472, conveyed to one Charles E.
Smith of Thorndike, in said County of Waldo
and State of Maine, certain real estate situated in said Thorndike and in the town of
Unity, in said County of Waldo and State of j
Maine, described as follows, to wit:—Being the
same premises deeded to said George P. Blethen by William H. Sprague by his deed dated
November 9, 1912, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds in Book 309, Page 3^8; and
whereas the said Charles E. Smith by bis written assignment dated the tenth day of June,
A, D. 1918, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 324, Page 169, assigned, transferred and conveyed unto the undersigned,
Charles F, Bessey of Thorndike, in said Coun- I
ty of Waldo and State of Mains, the said
mortgage deed, the note, debt and claim thereby secured, and all his right, title and interest
by virtue of said mortgage in and to the real
estate therein described; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken;
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated this fifth day of December, A, D. 1918.
CHARLES F. BESSEY.

IF is

Store

WITH

Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac con
Leave orders at the stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, and they will re.

Notice of foreclosure.

cold.

Drug

Belfast

W. W. BLAZO,

GEO. L JOHNSON,

A. F. Ellis has been confined to the

The

SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE

Clinton,
Chance for Advancement—FREE.
Burnham, leave,
U. S. Shipping Board free navigation school
f4.25 at Rockland trains seamen for officers’ berths
til.25
t8.45
Winnecook,
4.37 in new Merchant Marine. Short cut to the
8.55
12.00
Unity,
4.45 Dridge. Two years’ sea experience required,
12.30
9.05
Thorndike,
112.45
t4.52 Native or naturalized citizens only, Couree
t9.14
Knox,
six weeks. Apply at school, Federal Building,
5.10
1.42
9.34
Brooks,
tfl4
tl.56
t5.12 Rockland.
t9.46
Waldo,
t2.15
t5.25 I
t9.58
Citypoint.
5.35
2.25
10.05
Belfast, anive,
tFlag station.
cStops to leave passengers.
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
I
M. L. Harris, Gen’l Pass. Agt.
D. C. Douglass,
General Manager, Portland, Maine.

Courts.

IS NOW

PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AUGUSTA is the
only school in New England which offers such
a course.
Telegraphy also taught. Free catalogue.
F. L.
President.

Male Help

a.m.

Waterville,
Bangor,

THE OLD CORNER DRUG STORE

Eurniture and piano moving a spjcialty.
Have just added to mv eauipment a 2-ton

p.m.

si::iiltv.

The B. & A. station has lately received
coat of paint.

AND

Bookkeeping Machine.

Automatic

2.45

Practice in all

Mrs. Charles Wright is in Massachusetts for a visit with her relatives.

dollar

Aa offered to-dav should include instruction in
all the Commercial Branches, Shorthand and
Typewriting and the Burrough’s

TO BELFAST

a new

severe

a

Removal

GEORGE F. KENT. DRUGGIST.

%

J. P. Jordan and wife spent Thanksgiving in Bangor.

a

Will pay

MARTELL E. ELLIS,
R. D. 1, Belfast.

tf49

——

Boston,

of six.

day to the right parties.

1.42

a.m.

a^amily

For

SEE!

DO

hospital in Conway, N. H., and has the
care of three babies, and is enjoying the
work greatly as children is her delight.

house with

p.m.

a.m.

CARE OF THE
POTATOES

Housekeeper Wauled

FROM BELFAST

Mr. E. C. Marden has a fine job at Hog
Island, Philadelphia, Penn., where they
are building 180 cargo ships, and writes

Mrs. F. S. Harriman is in Bangor for

On and after Sept. 29, 1918, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will ran
daily, except Sunday, as follows:

labor and fertilizer.

the home of Mr. and" Mrs. E. E. Clement

Mrs. Marden is in

BRANCH

more

of Searsport.

he likes the work.

BURNHAM

I have at present several old stoves that
are in excellent condition which I will
sell very cheap.
Prices on all junk are still as high as
usual. If you have any old stuff call us
up by phone—229-4—or drop me a line.
SAM FREEDMAN,
16 Cross St., Belfast.

1-—

Don’t

and the 20th of this month.

little

I.,
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kill
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£ERUNA
„f' sufferer from catarrh
Mrslh® stomach can read

\

your pledge!
Your work is not DONE f;:
until every penny promised L:'::
IS PAID
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BUY WAR-SAVINGS
STAMPS

^

up
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iw&g&ki-J
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(eep

(Internal as well as External use)

to this office.
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I
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Miss Florence Harriman who is attendk

E

J

|

Anodyne LINIMENT

helping Mr. Ellis set

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF NEW YORK

°

I

Miss Ruth Merrithew from the village

CENTER.

®

The accompanying illustration is
from one of the excellent bulletins of
the Maryland experiment station. The
plant at the left shows what a heavy
and thick sprout develops into; that
at the right, the poor plant grown from
a tuber showing ihe “spindly sprout.”

Next spring, when getting your seed
stock ready for potato planting, look
out for the tubers showing “spindly
sprouts.” Such tubers will never make
the strong and healthy growth which

made a short visit with friends here re-

SEVILLE

I

of Loss in Either Case.

so

ription for the U.
>r

Over 100 Years

JOHNSON’S

eek.

a

{

Formula

Bangor.

;

I

I

|
j;

chill and winter cold.

yp

if you
you did last year—certainly not,
simdelay ordering. Spindly sprouts
ply show that the plant lacks vitality,
No amount of good treatment will
make it yield a good crop.

|j

A Yankee

DRUG STORE.

GIRL WANTED
No

For housework in a family of three.
M. S. JELLISON,
washing.
31 Church Street

t

Junk

Buyer.

All old ironat $10 per ton delivered at
Fred Gray’s dooryard. I pay $15 per ton
for any kind of machinery iron. Will
buy old bags and rags at highest price.
CHAS. B. WALKER.
29tf

Wanted at Once
A CHEAP FARM. Do not object to
going some distance from town. Answer

by letter, giving full description, size,

condition of buildings and location.
PROSPECT, Care Journal
2w49*

———■—M—^—.

j”

1

LOCKE’S

CHRISTMAS .WINDOW
WILL SHOW YOU THE

_/___

WATCHES OF ALL SIZES
In all the best makes. Bracelet Watches for Ladies.
Military Wrist Watches for Men.

DIAMOND RINGS
Rings in Pearl, Tourmaline, Aqua Marine, Garnets,

Opals.

j

PENDANTS
In Diamond, Pearl,
Marine and Opals.

assortment ever carried of Wallace

Wallace

Pictures.

Mr. and Mrs. George Dow were visitors last Sunday of Mrs. Dow’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Knowlton in Liberty.

Fountain Pens.

Rev. Nathan Hunt was called to officiate at the funeral of Mr. Wilson Wentworth at his home in Knox last Thurs-

STERLING SILVER. CUT GLASS AND CHINA.
Watches, Fobs, Cuff Buttons, Lockets, Signet Rjngs,
Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes and other goods, requiring
engraving, should be selected early.
Goods selected now may he “laid away” until Christmas

POSITIVELY NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.
get a fair idea of the] large stock

way can you

In mother
we

carry.

H. J. LOCKE & SON,
District Watch

I

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
War Savings Stamps

are

patriotic gifts.

inspector M.

C. R. R.

The Chautauqua course which was necessarily postponed because of influenza
conditions will be given on the 14th, 16th
and 17th of December.

The Universalist

church, as the largest auditorium in the
William Avery of the Lawrence Can- village, has been secured for the event,
and remembering how great was the patning Co. returned from Lu'oec on Saturronage last season despite the frightful
day.
cold, it is confidently expected that the
Mrs. Flora Philbrick of Troy is visiting church will be filled to capacity. Anyone
who attends one session will surely take
.her daughters, Mrs. Bagley and Mrs.
in the balance, so it will be a matter of
Bryant.
economy for each person to secure a seaMrs. Harry Hulley returned Thursday son ticket, and such an act will lend aid
to the guarantors, who stand to lose
from a ten days’ visit with relatives in
something anyhow in their public spiritMontreal.
ed enterprise.
Mrs. L. V. Bancroft has arrived to
The American Red Cross under the
spend the winter with her sister, Mrs. leadership of Henry P. Davison is planning for a permanent efficiency comparWilliam Ii. Morrison.
A. C. Treat, first selectman, spent several days in Augusta last week in attendance upon an assessors’ convention.
John Lane Donahue, the efficient and
chauffeur of McLaughlin’s Belfast ’bus, has gone to Boston for a vacation.
courteous

Mrs. Carrie Healey with her son Stanley
have moved into the apartment in Hopkins’ Block recently vacated by the Bag-

leys.
G. E- Lawrence, employed through the
season as fish inspector at Eastport, Stonington and other points, is home for the
winter.
W. H. Morrison was in Machias last
week in connection with his ship building interests at that place, returning Sat-

able with its war time record. Orders
have gone out for another Christmas
Membership Drive, and the local branch
will have solicitors covering the town
next week, when only by mistake will
anyone miss an invitation to become a
member for a fee of one dollar. Those
who have renewed their membership
since June—and there are many wrho have
—will be marked with the button without further words. In view of all that
has been printed concerning this drive,
the foregoing is anything but news, on
the contrary it is merely intended to
allay a tightness of purse strings. Respond to the Red Cross Christmas Roll
Call!
Jas. H. Griffin of N. Adams, Mass.,
arrived Wednesday, Dec. 4th, to visit his
mother, Mrs. Annie Harriman.

urday night.
Archie McLaughlin moved on Monday
into the apartment in the Hopkins block
vacated the same day by Mr. and Mrs.

Harry Bryant.

WIMERPORT
War Savings Stamps

are

patriotic gifts.

Private Irving H. Merrithew has been
transferred from Camp Devens to Camp
Upton, and hopes soon to be again transferred to civil life.

The City of Bangor docked here
for the last time this winter.

Orville Simpson, who went to Massachusetts for Thanksgiving with his people, is reported ill and unable to return

port, recently.

immediately

as

planned.

Miss Mabel Noble and Miss Mildred
Berry have begun a course in stenography
at the Gilman commercial school in Bangor, rooming with Mrs. Carrie Lancaster
and spending the week-ends at home.
John Decker returned Saturday night
from Bangor where he has been employed
Tuesday,
as chauffeur for C. M. Cram.
lie left for his usual winter job as engineer on the Canadian Pacific railroad.
At the solicitation of Manager French
of the Sandypoint yard, the morning
train now leaves the Stockton station at
6.37, for the accommodation of many
residents of the village who are employed
in the yard and who, until the heavy fall
of snow, have been transported by McLaughlin’s ’bus and several flivvers.
Lena E. George, wife of Ferdinand
Harriman and daughter of Mrs. William
Carter and the late Wesley George, died
on Monday after an illness of three weeks
of influenza. Mrs. Harriman, who had
almost reached the age of 33, was a
woman of
quiet disposition, highly esteemed by her friends and acquaintances.
Beside her husband and mother she leaves
three young sons to miss a mother’s care.
The Red Cross workers here have been
two weeks to unofficial
work in behalf of a family of five young
children left motherless by the epidemic.
The fa tiler^is an industrious man but
handicapped by physical defect, and
though reluctant to part with any of his
children has yielded to argument that it
is absolutely impossible for him to give
these children the care which they require. Saturday the three girls, generously outfitted and happier than at any
moment since the calamitous days of the
influenzi, were admitted to the Girl’s
Home. It is expected that within a few
days provision can be made for the boys.

devoting the past

Tuesday, the 17th, will be a holiday following the launching of the Gladys M.
Taylor at the Stockton Yard between the
hours of ten and eleven. This will leave
the crowd free for the last day of the
Chantauqua, and to make an “end of a
perfect day.” The evening Chautauqua
will probably be followed by Crockett’s
moving picture show at Denslow Hall,
delayed from the usual hour of starting.
It chancea that the course conflicts with
the two regular evenings for Mr. Crockett’s show, and it has been thought that
he might receive sufficient patronage late
I
in the evening to save him from loss on
his rental

Friday

Miss Juanita Hill has been the guest of
her aunt, Mrs. Gep. Mansfield, in Jones-

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. McKenney have
been confined to their home on account
of unusually severe colas.

George English returned to his home at
Mattapan, Mass., by train Saturday, after
a stay of a few weeks in town.
Mrs. C. C. Moody is able to be out again
after about two weeks’ suffering with a
severe abscess on the palm of her hand.

Sympathy is extended to Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Young in the death by pneumonia
of their youngest child Alton, aged three
months.
Mrs. William Hill came last week for a
stay at the home of Mr. Hill’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Hill, while he is in
the South.
Miss Catharine Hill, who had charge of
making the scrap books, has with her assistants, completed 50, which have been
forwarded to Belfast.

Philip Goodenow, who has been in limited service at Camp Upton, Yaphank, N.
J., has received his discharge and returned to his home here Thursday.
Mrs. Ruth Berry who had charge of the
Christmas boxes has sent boxes to the
following since last reported: William
Rogers, Harold Damon, Chalmers Staples, Frank Littlefield, Ernest Spurden,
Austin Collins, Raymond Carleton.
James A., P'rank W., and Willis J.
Carleton, L. D. Hill, W S. Littlefield, F.
H. Woodman, C. A. Curtis, and P. R.
Webber were in Bangor Thursday of last
week where they, with others farmers
from surrounding towns, were entertained by the Chamber of Commerce.
H. D. Knowles of Ellingwood’s
Corner, was in town Wednesday to officiate at the funeral of Adoniram Webster.
Mr. Webster who died after a long illness,
left a widow, who before her marriage
was Miss Abbie Dockham.
They formerly resided at Ellingwood’s Corner and

Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Paul, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Paul and children partook of
Thanksgiving dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Paul in Belfast, making a party
of ten.
Mr. and Mrs. George Sheldon will spend
the winter in Massachusetts. Mr. Everett Nash and Mrs. Bray have closed their
house and occupy the Sheldon’s home
while they are away.
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Blood have a family to be proud of. They have thirteen
children, eleven sons and two daughters
Four of their boyi, Arthur, Avon, Leo
and Donald are in the service. Another
boy registered this autumn.
The Good Time Club met with Mrs.
Gracie Bowen Nov. 30th. Some of the
members were unable to be present, much
to the regret of all. Refreshments of
sandwiches, cheese, pies, cakes and coffee
were served and the Thanksgiving spirit
prevailed. The next meeting will be
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woods the
last week in December.

The news of the death of Ora Stevens
of East Dixmont was learned here with
regret. He was ill but a few days with
pneumonia. He resided a year or more
at West Winterport, but moved to East
Dixmont where he had purchased a farm
this fall, but his former home was in
North Newport where most of his life

On

I nOKlNulKt.

Ed Hunt of Unity
8th buying live stock.

are

was

patriotic gifts.
in town Dec.

Maurice Higgins has bought two cows
of Elbert Ames of Brooks.
-'aCSit.
a

Chas. White, it is reported,
fast ride one day last week.
Dr.

calling

H.
on

was

taking

L. Truworthy of Unity
patients in town Dec. 7th.

were

‘Redemption.*

was

Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Higgins have gone
to Bangor to spend the winter with their
daughter, Mrs. Lela McLain. Mr. Higgins is in very poor health.
There will be a box social at the grange
hall, Dec. 19th, a benefit for the Red
Cross committee, Mrs. Frank Hogan,
Miss Doris Bartlett and Miss Craig.

;

Every family in town is requested to
be ready with their dollar to answer the
Red Cross roll call. It is an honor to
have a Red Cross service flag in your
window.

j

The Thorndike branch of the A. R. C.
has yarn for 35 pairs of stockings. It is
requested that all who can knit call for
Ten
yarn at Mrs. L. A* Bradford’s.
sweaters have just been finished.

j

Miss Lettie Hunt went to Bangor Dec.
5th, to enter Miss Paine’s Hospital for an
operation, which was performed Friday
and it is reported that she is doing well.
Mrs. Flora Hunt is caring for her.

at

MONROE.

boat coming home were 186
crippled men, coming back to make
their way again.
Another boat started the same day with as many more.
Some of those boys have only
one
arm, some hare only one leg, some
will not see their mother’s* face because they are blind.
What is going
to become of those boys
who
have
given all that they could? Many of
them cannot hold their
'd places of
work.
Where
will they find
new
ones? No nobler work un be done
than for the
»d Cross to see to it
lhat they are made comfortable, that
they are looked after until they are
settled again.
And they must not
come back to homes that have been
uprooted while they were away. The
Red Cross can make them most happy by having their homes safe for
them, and their mothers and sisters
well.
One of the best things about the
Red Cross is that it has no red tape.
It goes straight to the heart of things
at once, and wastes no time.
Its
help is sure and quick, and that
means everything.
I hope that the
Red Cross can see to it that no man
shall be found, a year from now, with
an empty sleeve or on crutches,
whq
Is wandering the streets looking for
work.
We don't yet know what It
all means, but we are
ng to find
out pretty soon when the boys are
here again.

BED CROSS SUPPLIES
WUMKICr

Earl Rand has gone to Bangor
where he has employment.
Mr.

Mrs. Elwin Diekey entertained the
“Lucky Day” Whist Club, Dec. 4th.
Charles H. Littlefield returned home
Dec. 6th, having received his honorable

discharge.
Mr. Mark L. Chase returned to Camp
Devens Monday, after spending a short
furlough in town.
mas.

WOODEN STOCKINGS?

mp*

Turning trees into silk stockings has
become an important industry in the
United States in recent years. During
the last fiscal year more than 6,000,000
pairs of stockings made from artificial
silk, obtained from wood pulp, were exported, the National City Bank says. The
United States has now become

one

of the

leading world producers of artificial silk.
From being a large importer of this
product, this country has become a considerable exporter. While the textiles
made from the artificial fiber are not yet
fully equal to those produced from the
natural silk, the growing use of the artificial silk is illustrated by the fact that
was passed.
our imports o* artificial silk, chiefly in
The death of Mrs. Maria P. Lowe, wife the form of yarns or threads, aggregated
of Capt. Benjamin Low, occurred Nov. about S30,000,(00 in the last decade.
26th, after an illness of several years. With the opening of the war the supply
Besides her husband, she left three sons, from Germany and Belgium was entirely
William, who is now on a voyage to South suspended and that from Great Britain
America, Lewis and Frank Lowe of this and France materially reduced.

ta©

supplies

80,00t sweaters, 80,004 toothbrushes,
80.000 pairs of socks, 82,000 pounds ol
soak 800,044 boxes of matches, 804
baseball outfits, 600 mouth organa,
144.000 packages of chewing gum,
6,000,000 cigarettes. For handllnj
these supplies, the Red Cross hai
seven warehouses In England and air
In Ireland, If necessary, 6.000 shipwrecked Americans could be outfitted

Mrs. Bertha St. Clair and two children
returned to Boston Dec. 2nd.

Give War Savings Stamps this Christ-

ui

which the American Red Cross provides for American soldiers and sailors Is shown In the
following list ol
articles furnished In one recent month
to oar fighting men In Orest Britain;

Paul Grant is home trom the U. of M.
for three weeks’ vacation.

J

from head to foot at one time fron
these emergency depots
Advance
arrangements have also been mad«
for billeting, housing and feeding anj
number of men who might unexpectedly be landed at porta where then
ere n
British military camps.

ANOTHER
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Thrilling Story
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est from start to lmish.
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Alice Joyce
in
Marc McDermott

I

Role that is Fraught with Dramatic Possibilities renders an jn.
„terpretation of the Self-Sacrificing Girl that reaches the Acme of Emotional
Acting. True love triumphs in the end.

Miss Joyce in

a

ALICE
BRADY

JOHN

I

“On the 0

I

ARRISCALE

IN

Sacrifice”

,

.Adapted

IN

'“ON

Alice Brady has a superb vehicle
for her dramatic talents in a tale of
true love conquering the falsities of
smart Parisian society, life.

I

THE QUIET’

S

Broadwray

stage sum
Willie Collier played th
rattle-brained college h
on his good behavior for
a girl with $20,000,000

“Patriotism”

the

from

“Red Mouse.”

B

1

Bessie

“Her Silent

B

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

B

Comedy I

Pathe

Pathe News

A clean, timely play—Miss Barriscale scores again.

It's better

Barrymore

MUTT and JEFF CARTOON.
CURRENT EVENTS.

it

was on

B
B
B
B
B

t he sc ret
“Bob Ridg

on

as

B
B

the Broadway

I
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TRUTHFUL

GERMAN?

Dr. Steinager, a^professor of law, writes
in Der Tag of Berlin as follows:
“No' criticism could be too strong because the Emperor’s action was unkingly,
unsoldierly and unmanly and served lo
give the death blow to the monarchical
idea in Germany. A monarch cannot
A man, wto
run away like a schoolboy.
like this last of the Hohenzolleros represents five centuries of history, commits
by such conduct a crime against the
dynasty and the people.
“Jf he thought himself incapable cf
retaining his (osilion the battle front
offered him an opportunity of at least
making a kingly and dignified exit, casting a fresh lustre on the monarchist idea.”

[

JACKSON.
are patriotic gifts.
Kendall is in very poor

War Savings Stamps
Willard

Mr.

Mr. Bert Cook is working
son

in

Gould

was

a

business caller in

Belfast recently.
Mr.

Arthur

Brooks

on

Amsden

is

working in

the hay press.

Miss Pearl Chase is teaching the village school which re-opened Monday.
Miss Eunice Chase who is teaching in

The Snow school
a

of the Jackson
held Dec. 6th

was

55aoft !
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Cracked corn,
Corn meal,

1

Cheese,
Cotton seed,

Cranberries,
Clover seed, 37a 12
12 70a 14 00
Flour,
5 00
H. G. seed,
32
I-ard,

j
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nas.

BOHN

German

Mrs. Anna Gould is in Citypoint being
called there by the illness of her granddaughter’s children.

Propaganda.

MARRlt

How to

mas.

NORTHPORT.
War Savings Stamps are patriotic gifts.
Harry H. Emmons left Saturday for
business.

Mrs. Henry Pray of Boston is a guest
of her aunts, Mrs. C. E. Perkins and
Mrs. Hart.
Mr. C. T. Mahoney has just killed
two large hogs, one for Henry Hills and
the other for himself.

|

Mrs. H. L. Whiting, teacher at the !
Wood’s school, is ill at her home with an !
attack of indigestion.
Mrs. Lou Mahoney and daughter Nellie
have been visiting Mrs. Mark Mendall \
for the past few days.
Mrs. Charles Dickey has received word
from Waterville that her sister, Mrs. Condon, is sick with influenza.

|

Robert Condon who has been visiting
his mother at Waterville has returned
home to his aunt, Mrs. Henry Hills.

1

Stop the War.

Do your part to put an end to the war!
Put an end to your part of it. Stop
fighting! That’s the simplest way. You
can do it you soldiers, just stop lighting
and the war will end of its own accord.
You are not fighting for anything anyWhat does it matter to you who
way.
owns Metz or Strassburg, you never saw
these towns or know the people in them,
But
so what do you care about them?
there is a little town back home in the
little old United States you would like
to see and if you keep on fighting here in
the hope of getting a look at these old
German fortresses you may never see
home again.
The only way to stop the war is to stop
fighting. That’s easy. Just quit it and
slip across “No Man's Land’’ and join
the bunch that’s taking it easy there
waiting to be exchanged and taken home.
There is no disgrace in that. That bunch
of American prisoners will be welcomed
just as warmly as you who stick it out
in these infernal trenches. Get wise and
get over the top.
There is nothing in the glory of keeping up the war. But thins, of the increasing taxes you will have to pay, the
longer the war lasts the larger these taxes
Get wise and get over.
at home will be.
All the fine words about glory are
tommy rot. You haven’t got any busiYou would be
ness fighting in France.
better fighting the money trust at home
instead of fighting your fellow soldiers
in gray over here where it doesn’t really
matter two sticks to you how the war

Edward W. Leslie of Boston, who was ;
his way to Bangor in his car, got as j
far as M. D. Mendall’s, and owing to the j
heavy fall of snow was obliged to leave goes.
Your country needs you, your family
his car and go by train.
needs you and you need your life for
Give War Savings Stamps this Christ- something better than being gassed, shot
mas.
at, deafened by cannon shots and rendered unfit physically by the miserable
life that you must live here.
That Little French Girl.
The tales that they tell you of the
Nothing is more characteristic of the
cruelties of German prison camps are
Tanks than the letters many of the !
fairy tales. Of course you may not like
boys send home announcing they have being a prisoner of war but anything is
fallen In love with “a little French : better than this infernal place with no
girl” and will send their sweetheart’s hope of escape, except by being wounded
picture later. Then follows a photo- ! after which you will only be sent back
graph of a six- or seven-year-old sw eet- for another hole in your body.
Wake up and stop the war! You can
faced child the soldier boy from Amerif you want to. Your government does
ica Is protecting and making,happy
not mean to stop the war for years to
Humor and sympathy make a great come and the
years are going to be long
Press.
race.—Detroit Free
and dreary. You better come over while
on

j

_

t

the going is good.
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PARSONS-BUNN. In
November 28, Eugeni
fast and Mrs. Hazel B

E. F. in Field:

Miss Inza Boyd, a student at Belfast
High, spent the Thanksgiving recess
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Boyd.
Give War Savings Stamps this Christ-

In East I

Mosman.

8, to Mr. and Mrs. Ran
a son, weight 9 pounds

The following was dropped over our
lines by German Aviators, October 26th,
1918, sent to The Journal from Harry B.
McCormick, 55th Artillery C. A. C., A.

Mrs. Maud Pollard and granddaughter
Mary, left Friday for Chicopee, Mass.,
where they will spend the winter.
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re-opened Monday

week’s vacation, with Miss Olive

Hatch, teacher.

Boston
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RETAIL PRICE

and

Mrs. Annie E., wife of A. L. Quimby,
died at her home here Dec. 3rd, after a
long illness of heart trouble aged 58 years.
The funeral was held Friday afternoon
with a service by Rev. Harry Hully. Interment was in Prospect.
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last week.

spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Lyman
Stevens.
Creamery Association,
the village.

in Gardiner for

per

George Coombs and Beef, corned, 3oa38 '■ 1
daughter Henriella, and Mrs. Vannie i Butter, salt, 18a22 .<1J
1 87 (■
Racklilfe of Belfast, visited relatives here i Corn,
Mr.

W. S. Jones of Brooss

The annual meeting

Apples,

patriotic gifts.

here.

Knox spent the week-end at her home
here.
Mr. and Mrs.

are

Beans, pea,
Beans, y. e.,
Butter,
There is an epidemic of grip and colds Beef, sides,
in this part of the town.
Beef, f. q.,
Arthur Perkins and Lawrence Perkins •Cheese,
1 Chicken,
arrived Saturday from Camp Devens.
Calf Skins,
Alfred G. Black left by train Saturday I Duck,
for Key West, Florida, for the winter.
I Eggs,
Fred Hartson has returned to his work ■Fowl,
visit
weeks
Geese,
in Connecticut after three
Mrs. Philip Bates is
few days visit.

the Jack-

creamery.

W. E.

BELFAST PRICE
Corrected Weekly ft;
PRODUCE MARKET I I

SANDYPOINI.
War Savings Stamps

health.

our

War Savings Stampsare patriotic gifts.
Mr. Lloyd Watson spent Thanksgiving
with his parents.

A
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very

mas.
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Life from the Stag*-1>;;1,
in action and is of alisurl,

Prices 17c. and 11c.

**

Production

9

Thanksgiving

The Red Cross has a great and a
noble task ahead.

Give War Savings Stamps this Christ-

at 7-00 and 8.30

send-

time to
their boys.
This year many of them
ore waiting, while they weep, for the
terrible box that will bring the body
of the dear soir home to them. These
mothers are the rightful care of the
Red Cross, and what a work it can
do for them.

War SavingsStampsare patriotic gifts.

War Savings Stamps

year these mothers

boxes

ing

The Larkin club was entertained by
Mrs. Fred Barlow at the pleasant home
of John Vickery, Friday evening, Dec.
A very
6th. Seventeen were present.
fine supper was most thoroughly enjoyed
and a long evening passed in music,
games and sociability. There will be another meeting of the club the last of December, announcement later.

Rev.

Hampden.

Lest

Evening

Six-Fart

CO-RESPONDErB

Prices 11c. and 6c.

screen, for she can now tell her true
story to (he world and the world will
love her, after they have seen her in

kept
great

Letters come from widows whose
only sons are in the army in France
and who are dependent on these sons.
Sometimes in
There
mothers
are
great need of financial aid. and they
are afraid that their government allotments will not arrive in time. They
need money for food and for rent.
Here is a letter from a widow whose
son has been wounded and is now in
the hospital in another state.
He
cannot yet be discharged, but he is
her only support, and she writes to
tell me Uer needs because unless help
comes she is going to suffer.

It is one of those

tistically, directed.

In the

Jewel

“THE

Matinee Daily at 2.30

long lingering remembering kind. It
is not a picture you see today and
forget tomororw. It is a picture you
will remember as long as you live,
and Evelyn Nesbit can thank the

scores of letters
Some
from the relatives of our boys.
of them are most pathetic—they take
a hold on my heart.
They come from
the mothers of our boys, mothers who
do not know where their boys are,
and who are sick with worry, mothers
who know that their boys have
been wounded but wish to learn more
terrible
their
about them, to ease
anxiety, mothers who wish to know
when their dead boys will be sent
home.

Annie Paul is home again from Milo,
as the influenza is prevailing there more
than in the fall. She acted as emergency
nurse for awhile after her school was
closed.

j

PLEASING

The New York Evening Journal:—
‘Redemption* is a picture, beautifully told, beautifully taken and ar-

right in our midst.
Every day I get

day.

week.

HOTOFLAYS/

ROJECTED

That means a
deal to a boy when he is three thousand miles away from home, and cold
and wet The Red Cross will be busy
In France and Belgium for a long time
yet, with the people in the devastated
regions and with our own boys. But
the work that I can’t help thinking of
most the work dearest to me, Is that
which will be absolutely necessary for
our boys here and for their families,

Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Wood and little
son of Poor's Mills, were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bowen.

Nuttings’

were

"comfortable.

Mrs. Ambrose Pearson spent a part of
Thanksgiving week with her daughter,
Mrs. Clyde Ward, in Thorndike.

Nuttings’ Calendars for 1919.

Waterman, Parker and Conklin

that our

New England boys

Hammerstem I

ERFEuTLY

The Red Cross has a
a noahead of it, a very great work,
hoW
ble work. We don't yet realize
here in
great this work is to be, right
.But we shall mmw
New England.
when our
weeks,
better in a few
better
wounded boys are here, and
still in a year from now, when we
have seen them with our own eyes
and have heard their; stories.
The work that the Red Cross has
done in France has been great and
we
useful.
When we arrived there
were in terrible need of tents and
blankets.
When we had done our
Then the
beet there was sUll need.
Red Cross stenped in, without any
useless red tape, and found us the
tents and the blankets, and saw to it

Mr. and Mrs. George Rose returned
from their Philadelphia trip last week.
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married
years ago. Four years ago he
Mrs. Minnie Ingalls of Lowell, Mass.,
who has cared for him faithfully and untiringly. Besides his wife he left one son,
Charles E. Bowden, and four daughters,
Mrs. Charles Closson of Searsport, Mrs.
Melvin Verrill of Richmond, Mrs. Walter
Weir of* Worcester, Mass.,' and ™rs.
Thomas Carew of this town. Funeral
services were held at the M. E. Church
Saturday afternoon, Rev. C. A Purdy
officiating. The services were under the
impressive burial rites of the Masonic
of
fraternity, and read by the brethren
Howard Lodge, F. & A. M., of which he
was a member.
He was also a member
of the M. E. Church and of Cushing
Chapter. The interment was at Oak
Hill Cemetery in the family lot.

Jewelry Line

in the

Very Latest

town, also a brother George Jepson of
Frankfort. Mrs. Lowe was held in high
esteem by a large circle of^ friends.
The death of Edwin J. Bowden occurred at his home in the upper village Wednesday after a long illness. Mr. Bowden
was a veteran of the Civil War, having
served in the 14th Maine Regiment. He
1842.
was born in Orland in November,
He was united in marriage to Miss Elizadi^l
who
eight
beth Byard of this town,

died.
In Centra

Clement.

10, Mrs. Elizabetn A
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years, 8 months and 1
In Centre N'
JONES.
Norman C. Jones,
months, and 7 days.
JONES. In Providen
Mrs. Adeline Bird
Bangor, aged 84 yean
Emery. In New 1
Ralph Emery of Kalau
merly of Belfast, aged >
COLSON. In North S
ber 10, Mrs. Sarah
years, 9 months and f
Mosman. In Belfas’
a
mond G. Mosman,
month*.
Ill Swain
Morrill.
Mrs. Hannah B. Morrii
Blodgett. In Morr
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Nathaniel A.
72 years.
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Belfast Loan and
Belfast, OctoKRALPH H. HOWES I*C. W. WESCOTT.
Directors
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J, R. Dunton, Hen 1) KwW. J. Dorir.an, V. A, Sim"'
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LIABILITY
Accumulated capital...
Guaranty fund.

;

Matured shares.
Advance payments.
Bills payable.

j
j

Profits.
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I ESOUKCTLoans on mortgages of real
Cash.
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